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ÀBSTRÀCT

The design of a switched-capacitor leapfrog filter is based

on the transformation of an analog network into a switched-
capacitor network. The two common transformations used are

the lossress-discrete-integrator transformation (i,oi) and

the bilinear transformation. In this thesis, Davis and

Trick's method of designing an LDI switched-capacitor fit-
ter, and Eriksson's method of designing a birinearly-trans-
formed switched-capacitor filter are reviewed. Two new meth-

ods of designing a birinearry-transformed switched-capacitor
leapfrog filter are then presented : one is an extension to
Davis and Trick's method, and the other is an equivalenÈ

circuit approach based on the results of Eriksson's method.

These methods and Eriksson's method use the parasitic-insen-
sitive LDI integrators as buirding blocks because the biri-
near integrators are either parasitic-sensitive or ineffi-
cient in hardware. Eriksson's method and the equivarent
circuit method are found to be preferabre because they pro-
vide explicit design formurae and it is easy to extend these
formulae to higher-order filters.

The thesis also proposes the optimization of a switr:hed-

capacitor leapfrog firter so that the resurting network will
have the canonic number of op ampsr ân optimum dynamic
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range, the minimum total capacitance, and preferabf{ " smal}

passband/stopband ripple. The computer-aided optimization

uses the simplex direct search method.

À fifth-order elliptic low-pass filter has been designed

and optimized. The optimizaÈion results in a 30% saving of

the total capacitance of the filter. This filter has been

implemented using discrete switches, capacitors and op amps.

The magnitude response satisfies the specifications and is

insensitive to variations in capacitor ratios.
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ChaPter I

TNTRODUCTION

overthepastthreedecades,considerableresearchhasbeen
conductedonthedesignandmanufactureoflow-cost,com-
pact-sizedandhigh-precisionvoice-andaudio-frequency
filters.Ttremostpromisingmethodistorealizethesefir.
ters in monolithic integrated circuit (Ic) form [1,2'3] '

Traditional}y,RLCcircuitsarethemostwidelyusedfil-
tersincommunicationindustries.However,theyareusual}y
expensiveandlargeinsizeduetothepresenceofinduc.
tors. As communication systems get smaller' these classical

RLcfi}tersbecomeimpractical.withthedevelopmentof
inexpensive operational amplifiers (op amps) ' it has become

practicaltorealizevoice-andaudio-bandfilterswithop
amps, resistors and capacitors only' However' it is diffi-

cult to fully integrate these active-Rc filters without ex-

ternaltrimmingoperations[1].Thereasonsare¡1)tt¡e
bandwidthdefinedbytheRCproductscannotbedetermined
veryaccuratelybecausetheabsolutevaluesofRandCcan-
not be easily controlled in current IC technology; and 2)

integratedresistorsrequirealargeareaandhavepoor
temperature and linearity characteristics Ia] '
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Withtheadventofdigitaltechnology,thedigitalfilter

hasbecomeaviablea]-ternative.However,inordertointer-
face with external systems, they require extra hardware such

asanalog-to.digitalanddigital-to-analogconverters.
}loreover,theysufferfromfinite-word-lengtheffectsi5].
Research has been and is sti11 being conducted towards soLv-

íng these Problems IS,f1'

The recent advances

technologY allow filters

ductor chiP bY using the

t1l. The basic elements

capacitors and switches'

proach are as follows:

in netal-oxide-serniconductor (t'loS)

to be realized on a single semicon-

sr¡itched-capacitor (Sc) approach

in an MoS SC filter are oP amPS'

The advantaqes of using the SC aP-

l.Thefrequencycharacterist-icsofanscfilterdepend
onlyonthecaPacitanceratios(incontrasttoac.
tive-RC filters for which absolute vaules of R and C

aretnefactors).sincetheseratioscanberealized
accurately[8],thefrequencyresponseofthefilter
willnotdeviat'egreatlyfromthenominaldesign.
Thisreproducibilityofthedesiredfrequencyre-
sponseisaveryimportantaspectinmassproduction.

2. The high-density MOS technology allows several cir-

cuits to be realized on a single chip [9,t0'11]'

3. The bandwidth of an sc filter can be varied by simply

adjustingthefrequencyoftheclockusedtooperate
theswitches.Thispropertyisconmontoalldis.
crete-time filters'
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å prinitive method of designing an SC filter is to choose

a passive- or active-RC filter as a prototype, and then re-

place each resistor by a correSponding switched caPacitor

lIZ,I3,l4). .A,s ivill be shown later, this method provides

satisfactory results only when the clock frequency is much

higher than the signal frequencies. Other methods of reali-

zation have been proposed, including the leapfrog sinulation

which is the most popular Èechnique [15]. The main reason

for the popularity of the leapfrog realization is that iÈ

can be used to simulate the operation of a doubly-terminaÈed

LC ladder network uhich has a frequency lesponse very insen-

sitive to changes in element values [16].

In this thesis, we t¡ill show how to derive an SC leapfrog

filter based on either the lossless-discrete-integrator
(LDI) t17l or bilinear [18] analog-to-di9ital transformation

techniques. Since a bilinearly-transformed SC leapfrog fil-

ter requires integrators thaÈ a=e Sensitive to parasitic cê-

pacitances, wB will rnodify the flowgraph of this kind of

filter so that paraSitic-insensitive LDi integrators can be

used as building blocks in the realization. Next, HÊ ryil1

optinize the design so that the final circuit vi1l have the

canonic number of op anps, âD optiuÌt]In dynamic range, the

smallest total capacitance, and a large passband,/stopband

tolerance. The sensitivity property of the SC filter will

be studied: deterministicall¡z for the single-parameter case

and statis-,ical1y f or the multi-parameter case. Fina1ly, we
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$¡í11 design a fifth-order elIiptic filter, oPtinize its pa-

fameters, and implement the filter with discrete components

to verify the oPtimized design. Throughout this thesis,

third- and fifth-order lowpass filters will frequently be

used for explanatory purposes. However' it is easy to gen-

eralize the concepts to higher-order filters-

Chapter I1 will introduce the fundamental concepts re-

guired for an understanding of SC filters. Chapter ÎII will

describe the standard design procedure for an LÐl-trans-

formed or a bilinearly-transforned SC leapfrog fil-ter. Chap-

ter ]V trill discuss some practical considerations for the

design and implementation of an SC filter, and will identify

those aspects that should be optiniized. Chapter V will pro-

vide an exaulple to illustrate Èhe complete design procedure.
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ChaPter I I

BÀSIC THEORY OF SWITCHED-CAPÀCTTOR FILTERS

This chapter will present, the basic concçPts related to SC

filters. An SC filter exhibits some properties of analog

filters and also some properties of discrete-time (also

catled sampled-data) filters. For a more in-depth descrip-

tion of discrete-time systems, the reader is referred to

tr8l.

2.I À SÀMPLED-DATÀ SYSTEM

Àn analog iilter processes continuous-time, continuous-am-

plitude signals. A digital filter processes discrete-time,

discrete-amplitude signals; these signals are represented as

Sequences of numbers. An SC filter is an analog sampJ-ed-

data system since its signals are continuous both in time

and amplitude but change values only at discrete time in-

stants.

In a sampled-data system, the input signal should be sam-

pled according to the sampling theorem, i.e., the signal

should be bandlimited to one half of Èhe sampling frequency

in order that it can be lecorr.lsructed f rom the samples with-

out distortion. Thus, a system employing SC filters should

generalJ-y have an anti-aliasing (or bandlimiting) filter,
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reconstruction filter con-
two sample-and-hold

nected as shown in

devices and a

Fig. 2.I.

vin

Fig. 2.L

S/H : samPle-and-hold device

A sampled-d.ata system employing a switched-capacitor filter.

The anti-aliasing filter is a low-pass filter used to

bandlimit Èhe input signal to one half of the sampling rate'

The first sample-and-Ïrold device is required because the sc

filter operates on discrete-time samples. The second sample-

and-hold device is required to convert the output samples

into a continuous staircase-shaped output signar. usuarly'

the sc filter performs the functions of these devices inher-

entIy. The reconstrucLion filter is usually a low-pass fiI-

ter used to retain only the baseband spectrum of the output

signat essentially it smoothes the outpuÈ waveform by re-

moving the high-frequency components'

since an sc filter is basically a sampled-data system'

the analysis and design are conveniently carried out in the

z-domain. In the next section,

z-transform will be Presented'
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1 ) Z-TRANSFORM

Consider a continuous-time signal

Laplace transform is defined as

x (t ) whose doubtêd-s ided

( 2.1)

(2.2)

x(p) =

"-Pt dt

L [x(t)]

.@

I x(t)
J__

where p is the Laplace transform variable'

Àssumex(t)isnov¡sampledbyanimpulsetrainrepresent-

ed as
æ

^ 
[t) = \-ô(t - nT)

A
n= -co

where ô (t) is an imPulse

period (or time interval

The irnpulse-samPJ-ed s ignal

function, and T is the samPling

between two consecuLive impulses).

x'(t) is then

x'(t) = x(t) A(t)

= i x(nr)ô (t-nr)
,tî

Taking the LaPlace transform of x'(t), we obta in

(2.3)

(2 .4)
x'(p) = L [x'(t)]

_v-/,
n= -æ

with a substitution

x (nT) e-nPT

of variable

pT (2.5)



(2.4) defines a transform known as the z-transform:

X(z)=7¡ x (nT) l

= L I x'(t) ]

pT
=z (2.6)

the z-transform is

lx(nT)1, then

(2.7 )

-ñx(nT) z "

fì= -æ

One of the most useful properties of

the time-shifting property : if x(z) = z

Z lx(nT - kT) I = r-k x(r)

where k is any integer number.

The output sequence y(nT) and input sequence x(nT) of a

discrete-time (either digital or SC) filter are related in

their z-Eransforms y(z) and X(z) by the filter transfer

f unction u(z) =Y(z) /x(z) . For an M-th order f ilter, the de-

gree of the denominator polynomial of H(z) must be equal to

M. Moreover, for the filter to be stable, âI1 the poles of

H(z) must lie inside the unit circle of the z-plane [18].

The frequency response of the discrete-time filter is deter-

mined by evaluating H(z) along the unit circle =="jtt and is

denoted by Hlsjof ). The corresponding attenuation in dB is

defined as

n¡ej0r; = 2o 1o8ro IH("j(¡)T) I (2.8)
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If the design of a discrete-time filter is based on a

transformation from an analog tiansfer function or network'

then it is necessary Èo introduce a new analog frequency

variable s so that both analog and discrete-time transfer

functions wiII be rational functions. The relationship be-

tween s and z (known as an s-to-z or analog-to-digital'fre-

guency transformation) is not unique and we will discuss

some common s-to-z transformations in the next section'

2.3 ANALOG-TO-DIGITAL FREOUENCY TRÀNSFORMATIONS

There are four commonly known analog-to-digital transforma-

t,ions [19] :

Backward difference
(BD)

Forward difference
(FD)

Lo ss 1 es s - d iscrete - integrator
( LDI)

Bi 1 inear transformation
(BT)

I
-= J
S

I

s

1

s

1TÉ=-
s2

L

t-t

1

z- I

,z-

,-t

z+I

z-l

(2.e)

( 2.10 )

( 2.11)

(2.r?)

r StrictlY sPeaking' l{e
discretê-time instead
current context, the
ters too.

should use the word sampled-data or
of digitaÌ. Nevertheless, in the

wórd 'áigital' wirl incrude sc fi1-
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Note that LDI is the geometric mean of BD and FD, whereas

BT is the arithmetic mean [20].

There are two reguirements that an s-to-z transformation

applied to a filter must satisfy [18] :

1. The left half of the s-plane should map into the in-

. side of the unit circLe of the z-plane so that stable

analog filteis will map into stable discrete-time

filters.
2. The imaginary axis of the s-plane should map onto the

unit circle of the z-plane so that the frequency

characteristic of the analog filter will be preserved

in the z-domain.

Of the four given s-to-z transformations, only LDI and BT

satisfy the above two requirements. Hence, w€ will describe

these two transformations in more detail-

2.3.1 LpI

The formulae

Transformat ion

5-

relating s, p and z under the LDI are

I z - t - 1 ,-'¿ --'<.,t-
Tz2T

2.S = ¡S1nh

pTz=e'

These mappings are illustrated

PI
')

(2.13)

(2.r4\

(2.5)

in Fig. 2.2(a).
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Jù¿

p-P lane

,=þi"i'$ ---

jtrl

.Ifl1

z-pLane
s-p1ane

<_

.2
JT

0

.2-J,

,=lGz - r-4)

(a)

lHc¡nt I

û.òT

(a)

(b)

(b)

The rnappings associated with the LDI.

The transfornation of an analog frequency response

into a digital frequency response under the LDI '

Fig. 2.2



We can show

quencies (i.e.

T2

that the analog and digital steady-state fre-

, s=j Q , p=jo and "=.j" ) are related bY

(2.15)

The normalized frequency variable o T is represented as

an angle in the z-plane. Since oT is limited to the range

of -n(oT<t , the corresponding analog frequency variable

sì is conf ined t.o the range of -2/1 ( Q -< 2/'.1. Thus, the f re-

quency characteristic outside the above region will be lost

after the transformation. The LDI mapping of an analog fre-

quency response into a discrete-time response is illustrated

in Fig. 2.2(b) .

2,3.2 Bilinear Transformation

The formulae relating s, p and z under the BT are

z-L
z+I

( 2.16 )

(2.r7 )

^2t¡Til=-s1n-
T2

PT

These mappings are illusÈrated

the LÐI, we can show that the

0 and its digital counterParf

(2.5)

in Fig. 2.3(a). Analogous to

analog steadY-state frequencY

oT are relaÈed by

2s=-
T

PI
2

ta¡h2t=1

o = Ê tury ( 2.18 )



s-plane
13p-plane jtrt

z-I
Ã

(a)

(b)

(a) The nappings associated with the

(b) The transforrnation of an analog

digital frequency response under

z-pLane

bi 1 inear transformation.
frequency response into a

the bilinear transformation.

2
"T

lur¡nl I

t¡T

2 -oT<- 5=;!äDfl--; +
t¿

Fig.2.3
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Note that as t¡ T varies f rom -t to t , ç¿ lies in the

range of -- < Q ( - , i.e., the entire imaginary axis of the

s-planeismappedontotheunitcircleofthez-p}ane.
rhus, the basic frequency characteristic is preserved under

this transformation. The mapping of an analog frequency re-

sponse into a discrete-time one is illustrated in

Fig. 2.3 (b) .

2.3 .3 SamPI inq Rate

The independent variable of the frequency response of a sam-

pled-data filter is the normaLized frequency u'I=2 rf/f,

(normalized with respect to the sampling frequency f s =l/'t) '

If the cutoff frequency is set in advance at a certain val-

u€, say f. , then the normalized cutoff frequency tr/t, wiII

depend on the choice of f, . Therefore, choosing a higher

sampling rate implies a smaller normalized cutoff frequency

and the filter becomes a narrower-band filter.

once a filter has been designed for a specific f. and

f , the normalized cutoff frequency fc/f, i= fixed' A sub-
S

sequentincreaseinfswillresultinahigherf.andthe
frequency response wilI be expanded. For example, suppose a

fi]terisdesignedtobeoperatedatf,=100klHz,andto
have a cutoff frequency of f. =10 kHz' The normarized cu-

toff frequency of the filter is then fixed at f c /f, =0'1'

If f is now doubled to 200 kïz, then f wil} be doubled-s c

to 20 kHz too.
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Ahighsampling-rateScfilterwilleasetherequirement
on the anti-aliasing filter (a first- or second-orde'r filter

is often adequate), but unfortunately' the capacitance

spread and the total capacitance value of the fitter wiIl

increase too l4,2l-l.

2.4SIMULÀTIoNoFåRESISToRBYðSwiTcHEDcAPAcIToR

The sc filter concept originated from the idea that a resis-

tor could be simulated by a capacitor switched back and

forth between two nodes of a circuit [12] ' Although this

model is not exact, it will be used to demonstrate the basic

operation of an SC filter'

Consider the circuit in Fig' 2'a(a)

ideal voltage sources.

where V 1 and V2 are

vr#v2vr+l 

-a'"2^I"1

Fig.2.4

Àssume the switch is initialty at position 1 so that the

capacitorcjschargedtoV'volts.Supposetheswitchis
nol, thrown to position 2, then c will take on the new volt-

ageVr.TheamountofchargethatfLowsintoVristhus

R=T/C

(b)=
Ca)

(.a) A stvitched caPacitor'

[bJ The simulated resistor'



^ 
g = C( vt - v, ). If. the switch

every I seconds (or at a sarnPling

the average current flowing from V

is thrown

rate of f
S

1 into V2

15

back and forth

=l/1 Hz) , then

is

c( vr - vz ) ( 2.le )

A resistor of value n = Î/C ohms riill give the same aver-

age current. If f, is nuch larger ¡han the signa)- frequency

of interest, then the sampling time of the signal can be ig-

nored, and the switched capacitor can be consiOered as a di-

rect replacement for the resistor shown in Fig. 2.4(b). If

the above condition is not met, then the samPled-da"a z-

transform technique is required for analysis; this will be

discussed further in Section 2.6

The reason that the sc approach is useful can be seen

examining the time constant of an integrator shown

^ -t \!'19 . ¿.4 \a ) .

by

in

Fíg. 2.s (a)

(b)

active-RC integrator.
SC integrator.

An

An
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The transfer function

v, (s)

-=-
v, (s)

If. R1 i s rePlaced bY

cl = t/Rt = r/@lfr)' then

u2(t) 
= _

v, (s)

of the active-RC integrator 1s

a switched

the transier

(2.20)

capacitor of value

function becomes

(2.2t)

since f s can be very stable and accurate wiÈh a crystal

oscillator, and caPacitOr ratios can be achieved with a very

high precisj.on in Mos technology, the integrator tine con-

Stant.s are werl controlled with the SC technique' Thus,

these integrators can be used as building blocks in preci-

sion filters integrated by MOS processes'

2.5 BASIC ELEI'ÍENTS Or À SWI TCHED-CÀPACT TOR FILTER

Consequent.lY,

The basic elements of an

and op amps. In addition'

switches ProPerlY- Each

discussed belou.

the integrator

tczt=FrE

ti¡ne constant 1s

(2.22)

SC filter are switches' caPacitors

a cloe,c is reguired to oPerate the

of these basic comPonents will be
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2,5.1

In MOS

tors.

sw i tch

MOS Switches

technologY, switches

Two equivalent circuit

are shown in Fig. 2'6'

are realized bY MOSFET transis-

representations tll of an MOS

0

_Lr"t"

Lo

Fig.2.6Twoequivalentmodelsforanl.{Osswitch,andtheclockused
to operate the switch'

The gate voltage o acts as a clock which controls the

.operation of the switch: when O is high' the switch is

closed (or on), otherwise the switch is open (or off)'

AtoggIe-switchedcapacitor(whichemploysasingle.pole-

doubre-throw switch) is represented by three equivarent mod-

els in Fig. 2.7. These models will- be used interchangably

throughout this thesis'

"-----.\

Fig. 2.7 Three equivalent models for a toggle-switched capacitor' and

the two-Phase clock required'

ON
source drain

High

1
=

1

o" ootl#
1
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Note that the two control voltages, namely O" and Ôo ,

constitute a two-phase clock. The voltage Qe , corresponding

to the even clock phase, is high during the even time inter-

vals'e', and is low during the odd time intervals'o' (see

rig. 2.7 )

sponding to

. On the other hand, the voltage Óo, corre-

the odd clock phase, is high during the odd time

intervals, and is low during the even time intervals' It

can be seen that o" and oo are non-overlapping; thus, only

one transistor (or switch) can be turned on at one time'

Àn ideal switch is assumed to have zeto impedance in the

closed position, and infinite impedance in the open posi-

tion. A practical switch exhibits such non-idealities as fi-

nite on-resistance, off-leakage currents, clock feedthrough

and parasitic capacitances [1]. Parasitic capacitances

(about 0.02 pF each) exist from the source and drain to the

substraÈe tll; they are represented in Fig' 2'8 as Cpt and

C , respectivelY.
P2

0I

Fig. 2.8 The parasitic capacitances associated with an lr{os switch'
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2.5 .2 MOS CaPac i tor s

The passive precision elements in an SC filter are the MOS

capacitors. The frequency response of the SC filter is de-

termined bY the capacitor ratios. with careful layout and

process control, these capacitor ratios can be accurate

within 0.1% of the nominal values t8l. The voltage and

temperature coefficíents are lov¡ enough to be insignificant

for alI applications t1l.
Like the MOS switches, Pârasitic capacitances co-exist

with MOS capacitors. An equivalent circuit for an MOS capa-

citor with parasitic capacitances is shown in Fig. 2.9 [1].

--l-]r
'rr# #'r,tt::

f, = top-plate to
P'
' ."pacitance

f, = bottom-p1ate
Pe' capacitance

substrate parasitic
(. leo to 1ø" of C)

to substrate parasitic
(5e" to 20e" of C)

Fig. 2.g The parasitic capacitances associated with an l'{Os capacitor.

usuaIly, the top-plate parasitic capacitance is very

smaII and can be ignored. However, the bottom-plate parasi-

tic capacitance is relatively large and may cause Èhe cj.r-

cuit to behave differently from theoretical predictions. In

that case, the filter performance may be degraded considera-

brv.
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2.5.3 MOS 9P ÀmPS

Althoughstand-aloneMosopampsarenotsuperiortotheir
bipolartransistorcounterparts(mainlyduetothelower
gain,higheroffsetvoltageandlargerRMsnoisel22]),they
are used as components in integrated sc filters' This is be-

causeMOsopampsaresmallerrandmoreimportantly'they
are technologicalty compatible with other Mos circuit ele-

ments.

Since MOS op amps take up a lot of IC area' generate

noise and consume most of the polrer, it is essential that

thenumberofopampsbekeptassmallaspossible.Factors
that determine the highest possible sampling rate for the sc

filters are such op amp non-idealities as finite gain-band-

width product, slew rate and settling time 123'241'

2.6 SWITCHED CAPACITOR INTEGRATORS

In sc filters, the most important building block is the in-

tegrator. In this section, the sirnplest sc integrator wiII

be described. This circuit wilI be analyzed to highlight the

procedureinvolvedinsotvingasimplesccircuit.Since
this integrator is susceptible to parasitic capacitances'

other useful integrators that are parasitic-insensitive will

also be given.
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2.6.1 Parasitic-Sensitive Invertinq Integrator

The integrator shown in Fig. 2.lO is the simplest 'SC inte-

grator. It has been analyzed with the continuous-time tech-

nique in Section 2.4. Here, the sampled-data technique wiI]

be used so that the restriction f, tt f is no longer neces-

sary. Lq,z

1n

(n-I)r

Fig. 2.I0 A simple inverting SC integrator.

The analysis of an SC circuit usually involves three ba-

sic relations in circuit theory : Kirchhoff's Voltage Law,

the principle of conservation of charge, and the equation of

charge tranSfer. Throughout the analysis, alI components

wiI] be assumed ideal.

Suppose at | = ¡T, O" becomes high and the switch is at

position €. Thus,

"! t"r) = ulr, [ttr) (2.23)

1"'1
'4)T (n+!)T(n-

(n+ 1) T
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rrhere the superscript e indicates that the voltages are sam-

pled during an even time interval'

At ! = (n+ % )T, the switch is thrown to position o which

is at the inverting terminal of the op amp. At this time in-

stant, a transfer of charge occurs

^q,2 
q; t (n+%)rJ - t! (nrl (2.25)

where 
^ql 

and Lq,z are the charge transfers with reference

direcrions given in Fig. 2.10. Note that qi t(n+ % )Tl = 0

because the inverting terminal of the op amp is assumed to

be at virtual ground.

The principte of conservation of charge requires that

^ql 
( -L1z ) = 0

Q.26)

^ql 
qT I (n+%)rl - c! C"rl

= - q! ¡nr1

Substituting (2.24) and (2.25)

q; i(n+%)rl = t! tt'r) - c! tnrl

into (2.26) , vre obtain

Q.24)

(2.27 )

From the circuit, it can be seen that the charge on c,

cannot change from t = (n- %)t to t = nT; therefore,

c!(nrl = qozl(n-%)r]
(2.28)
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Hence, (2.27)

a! [ (n*%) rl =

becomes

r! t c"-zlrl - rf cnrl

o1

Applying the z-transform to

ing the time-shifting ProPertY

(2.29)

( 2.30 )

both sides of (2.30) and us-

of (2.7 ) result in

cr rZ[(n*%)rl = cz uZ[(n-%)r] - c, vlntnr)

,, ," vorrl = c2 t-4 vltrl - c, r{,rtr) ( 2.31)

(2.32)

(2.34)

vZc,l

v!,. t')
=-tt

c2

L

z-

z-I

This transfer function corresponds to an inverting LDI inte-

grator (see (2.11)). The gain constant is given by a capacitor ratio.

If the output v2 is sampled during the even time inter-

val, then we wiIl rewrite (2.28) as

q; t (n*%)rl = rZ[(n+1)r] (2.33)

Equat i on (2 .27 ) becomes

= r!(nr) - cft"rlr! t(n*r)rl

Fina1Iy, we obtain the new transfer function

vlc"l c1

v!,' t'l crz - r (2.3s)
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This corresponds to an inverting FD integrator. Comparing

(2.32) and (2.35), we observe a very important fact : the

characteristics of an SC filter depend on when the signals

in it are samPled.

This siurple SC integrator is, unfortunately, susceptible

to parasitic capacitances. The parasitic capacitances (due

to switches and capacitors as discussed earlier) are repre-

sented as Ca, Cb , Cc , Cd and C" in Fig. 2.11.

Fig. 2.7L The parasitic capacitances associated with the SC integrator
shown in Fig. 2.I0

Since Cc and Cd have both their plates always connected

to ground or virtual ground, they will not affect the cir-
cuit operation. Since Ca and C" shunt the circuit input and

output, respectively, they will not affect the transfer
function either. Therefore, the only parasitic capacitance



of any significance is C5 '

tance of the integrator is

combination of Cl and C6
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Consequently, the inPut caPaci-

not just C1 , but the Parallel
SpecificaIlY, the gain con-

Inverting Integrator
4-

during the odd time interval,

sranfs in (2.32) and Q.35) will be -(C r + Cb)/C2 instead of

-\/C 2 ; Since parasitic capac itances are nonl inear and pro-

cess-dependent, their effect cannot be eliminated by predis-

torting the input capacitance value [15]. Hence, it is nec-

essary to find new integrators that are insensitive to

parasiÈíc capacitances. Some important integrators [2S] wiIl

be presented below. Their transfer functions wiIl be stated

without proof, âs it is easy to derive them by following the

procedure outlined in this section'

2.6.2

If v 2

then

Paras i t ic-I nsens it ive

of Fig. 2.I2 is samPled

vZC,t

v! cz)

C.
L=-- (LDI)

7_

z''
( 2.36 )

crz-7

u1 uz

1
Fig. 2,L2 A parasitic-insensitive inverting sc integrator.
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fi. v2

then

Pa ra s i t ic:-I¡sen s i t i ve

of fig. 2.13 is samPled

27

Non-Invertinq ry
during the even time interval'

tu, =

v! c'l

ct

C2z-1
(LDI)

Paras i t ic - t ¡1E9-! s i t ive

of Fig. 2.14 is samPled

Invertinq DamPed

during the odd

(2.37 )

I nteqrator

time interval,

Fig. 2.13 A Parasitic-insensitive non-inverting SC integrator'

2.6.4

If v
2

then

vlr,t

vl C,l

,- - 
tt

t-
z'2 ( 2.38 )

cz 
çr*91, - 1

cz
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o

F
o-a

u2

it e

;lå
\l

.)
ol

I
=

Fie.

"'ï

Fig. 2.L4 Apa
the

==
rasitic-insensitive inverting damped

swi tch-reduced version.

this is not

analog damPed

SC integrator and

an exact LDI damPed integrator'

integrator shown in Fig. 2'15'
R-

5

Note that

Consider the

2.15 An active-RC damped integrator'

The transfer function of this integrator is given bY

v2 (s) Rtcz

1s*T3%

(2.39)

vl(s)
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T,If $re def ine Rft/C, and RsAT/Ca

then the transfer function becomes

for some CI, Ç3 and

I
T

Under the LDI, this transfer function should become

vr(z)

vr(z)

ct zu

CICrL
L-J-2

Lr-L - I
c.

¿

vr(s) ct

vr(s) cz c^1.3s+
czT

term in the denominator

with SC components. One
C-

to approximate i ,, by
"2

vz2) 
=

v, (z)

ct
L

z'"

C^ C-
' {'*u' z -

c2

(2 .40)

(2 .4r)

the function un-

to overcome this
z , thus, (2.4I)

The z ''á

real izable

problem is
becomes

makes

way
C.

J

E

(2 .42)

,1::

::l:l
iìl

't1.,.].

....;

which is identical to (2.38). Thus the integrator in
Fig. 2.14 which has a transfer function defined in (2.39)

can be used to realize this nnodified transfer function in
(2 .42) .

Equatíon (2.4r) can be represented by the signal frow-
graph shown in Fig. 2.16(a), Similarly , (2.42) def ining the
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approximate damped LDI integrator can be represented by the

signal f lowgraph shol¡n in Fig. 2.16(b).

The difference between the exact and approximate damped

LDI integrators is Èhat the half-delay term z-'4 is absent

in the feedback branch of the latter model. Thus, this ap-

proximation of a damped LDI integrator is called the minus-

half-deIay modification 1.261. Note that after this modifi-
C-

cation, the termination loop gain -: * has in fact become
v2þL

a BD integration.

za
L,

z'2
z :-T

vt

z-1

The signal flowgraph representations for (a) ari exact

LDI da mped integrator, and (b) a minus-half-delay

modified LDI daurped integrator.

ct-qcr-q
(a) (b)

Fig.2.16
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2.6.5

Lt vz

then

Paras i t ic-I nsens i t ive Non-Invertinq Damped
I nteq rator

of Fig. 2.I7 is sampled during the even time interval,

vZc,t 
=

vf cz)

ct

c2(1*c3/c2)z-r
(2.43)

SC integrator

also a minus-

,z-

Fig. 2.77 A parasitic-insensitive non-inverting damped

and the switch-reduced version.

This non-inverting damped integrator is

half-delay modified LDI integrator.

2.6.6 Invertinq AmPlifier

I f v 2 of Fig. 2.18 is sampled during eit.her the odd or even

time interval, then

vortz) vïto 
=

v! rzl
_ct

c2v! cz)
Q.q4)
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"r o---l

Fig. 2.LB An SC inverting anplifier.



ChaPter I I I

LEÀPFROG REALIZATION OF A SWITCHED-CAPACTTOR
F I LTER

In this chapter, a brief survey of the various methods of

realizing an SC filter v¡ilI be presented. The SC leapfrog

realization will be the only method used in this thesis.

There are two major types of flowgraphs used in these leap-

frog filters : one is based on the lossless-discrete-inte-

grator transformation (lOf ) and the other is based on the

bilinear transformaÈion (gf). we will discuss in detail the

procedures of designing these filters.

3.1 METHODS OF REALIZING SC FILTERS

There are four main approaches to realizing an SC filter :

signal-flow-graph (SF'C) simulation, direct-form realization,

component simulation and cascade synthesis. This section

wiIl provide a very brief description of each of these meth-

ods.

3.1.1 SiqnaI-Flow-Graph Simulation

The SFG simulation includes the leapfrog ll-,27J, sÈate-vari-

able [4], multiple-feedback [1], and coup]ed biquad I28l

sLructures. The buiLding blocks are usually the SC integra-

tors. The leapfrog simulation of a doubly-terminated LC lad-

33
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der network is the most widely used method. One reason is

that since the analog LC prototype is known to be very in-

sensitíve to element variations [16], its sc equivalent is

expected to retain the Same property. Another reason is that

the dynamic range of the leapfrog filter can easily be max-

imized. The leapfrog realization wilI be discussed in de-

tail later.

3.I.2 ComPonent Simulatíon

This approach simulates the inductors and resistors

12g,30,3!,327 of a passive RLC ladder network using capaci-

tors, switches and op amps. Àlthough this method typically

results in fewer op amps, the circuit usually requires a

complex clocking scheme and very often it is susceptible to

parasitic capacitances.

3 .1 . 3 Di rect-Form Beel&e-!-i-on

This approach to realizing an SC filter is analogous to the

direct-form realization of a digital filter. The design

starts with a discrete-time z-domaín transfer function which

is rel¡ritten aS a recursive difference equation. This dif-

ference equation is then implemented with such operations as

addition, multiplication and delay [33]. À similar approach

is to realize the transfer function in a state-space form

t341. These methods are not popular because the filÈer re-

sponse is sensitive to the coefficients of the transfer

;.ì.

i.l:
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function, and the implementation generally requires a rela-

tively large number of oP amps'

3,L.4 Cascade SYnthesis

This approach synthesizes a filter by cascading building

blocks that are first-order, second-order or third-order

sections 123,35,36,37,381. The design is simple but the

subsequent realization is usually sensitive to the capaci-

tance values and requires careful tuning between sections.

In an overview paper [15], Martin concluded that the

leapfrog simulation is the best method of realizing an SC

filter. Hereafter, in this thesis, we will only consider the

leapfrog SC filters.

3.2 DERÏVÀT]ON OF A LEAPFROG EI,QWGSAEH

A leapfrog filter is sometimes called an active ladder fil-

ter t39l because it uses active devices (e.9. op amps) to

simulate a passive RLC ladder network. The leapfrog struc-

ture realizes the flowgraph representing the voltage and

current relations of the passive network. If SC circuits

are used as building blocks to implernent the flowgraph, then

the filter is called an SC leapfrog filter.

In this section, the procedure of deriving a ì.eapf rog

flowgraph for an analog network is reviewed. À fifth-order

elliptic filter will be used as an example, and it is easy

to generalize the results to an M-th order filter. UsuaIIy,
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there are several valid flowgraph representations for a giv-

en analog prototype. The objective here is to chbose the

one that can be realize,i easily with SC integrators.

Consider the fifth-order lowpass elliptic filter shown in

rig. 3.1(a). Thè state variables chosen are vI, 12, Yz, 14,

and V, as indicated in the diagram. Àn equivalent circuit

representation of the filter is shown in Fi9. 3.1(b) t1l.

rz rq
L^

+Lz

(a)

I. G.t-n I

cr* c2

1

R1

cr+c r+c o

c2
t----l\/tc-+C"*ç, '1

¿Ja

c4*c5

vs Gz
1

R^
¿

c"

ffivs
C.4__

--\/c¿*co'3cL\
+ 

-J.-t/ 

'ì
.^ r-J

(a)

ib)

Cr+Cr+Co'5

tb)

A fifth-order elliPtic filter.
The equivalent rePresentation.

Fig. 3.1
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beFrom Fig.

derived :

I. = ( E -
1n

3.1(b), the following branch relations can

vr )Gr

I. -I^ln¿V.=r s ¡ct+Cr)

V. -V-l- -5

rz

T4

vs

Iorrt= G2Vs

s (Cr+Cr+CO)

V--V-55

%

I4- Io,rt 
+

s (CO+C')

(3.la)

(3.lb)

(3.Ic)

(3.ld)

( 3.Ie )

(3.If)

(3.19)

(3.Ih)

c^' \/

c4*cs

c1
L .,r 

-ì/

cl*cz r

C?

--\/ct*cz 
'3

c)
+ ---------:- v- +

Cr+Cr+CO 
r

tL2

rz-rq
J

=!- 5

we

substituting (3.la) into (3.1b) ' and

obtain the following state and output

( 3.1g ) into ( 3.1f ) ,

equations ¡

vt
(3.2a)



12=

V-=
5

r4 =

$-=
5

cq

c4*c5

v--v-ó5

%
I o-Giv u

s (CO+Cr)
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(3.2b)

(3.2c)
Vt

(3.2d)

V-
J

(3.2e)

( 3.2f )

def ine the following nevr set of state

=vs

For convenience,

variables :

ûr.=-ur,îr=rz,V3=vs ^^
,14=-I4rV5=-V5

\/=
"1

V-=
J

14 =

C)^

- 

\/

cl*c2 r

(3.3)

( 3.4a )

(3.4b)

(3.ac)

The corresponding state and output equations are

-crr -crîr*î,

î -Vt-vg
l=--

- tL2

s (Cr+Cr)

12* 14

s (Cr+Cr+CO) Cr+Cr+CO

c4

Cr+Ct+Co
V,

5

c2
v1

-vs - vs

tL4

(3.4d)
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îo - "ri,\/=
5

s (Co+Cr)

= -!_
5

cr+cr+co

c+

C. + C-45

c4

(3.4f)

above equations

from Fig. 3.2(a)

(3.s)

The pictorial representation of the

yields the flowgraph shown in Fig.3.2(a).

The flowgraph in Fig. 3.2(b) is obtained

bY choosing G1=G2=1, and defining

d1 =
1

cr* cz

c,
J-,l . - 

-

o tt*t'

c2.1d)=--L2

l-=
J

ðq

d8=

ð7

dg

C^+C-+C,¿5+

=1
Lq cr+cr+co

.1¡'l=-etr
' c4*c5

The transfer

Mason's formula

function v(s)/n(s) can

[40] (see Appendix A).

be derived by using
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-G1
-G2

-G1

-d6 -d8

r2 rq
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Fig. 3.2 The s-domain signal flolgraph for the fifth-order elliptic

filter shott'n in Fig. 3.1.
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A ? REALIZATION OF')'r ffinñTtÑ
after an analog SFG is derived' the next step Is

s-Lo-z transformation to the analog integrators

to obtaín a z-domain SFG' The LDI and BT are the

tions commonty used; they will be discussed in

next sections' respectivelY'

we wirr consider the third-order alr-pore filter shown in

rig.3.3(a).Thecorrespondings-domainsFGisshownin
rig. 3.3(b). Applying the LDI transformation

AN SC LEAPFROG FILTER BASED

t-
z''

T-
z-1

o*=

to apPlY an

I/s in order

transforma-

this and the

( 2.11)1

-=
s

to

in

be

of

theintegratorsofthisSFGyieldsthez-domainSFGshown
Fig. 3.3 (c ) .

Notethattheinputandoutputterminationloopscannot
realized exactly (see Fig' 2'J 6)' The transfer function

the flowgraPh is of the form [41]

V

E

*, 
"t 

/'

z3 * arzs/' * orr' *
L

' * cx5z'2 + d6

(3.6)

where K, and oi'" are real consta tts' Thus' the transfer

functionhasthreepolesinsideandthreepolesoutsidethe
unit circle [17,41]. This is obviously true because (2'11)

remains unchanged when 

"' 
is replaced by -zh ' This means
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one S v¡i1l map into two points, namely z and l/2. Àn analog

Po1ewi11thusmapintotwodiscrete-tinepo1es
side and the other outside the unit circle. Consequently,

the SC filter will be inherently unstable (even if the ter-

minations v¡ere realizable ) .

A method to overcome both the realizability and stability

problems is to modify the input and output termination feed-

back branches f ron -1 to -=" or -;L' or - 'e (24 + 
"-\ )

126,4:-,42). These modífications are equally valid. rn this

thesis, we will only consider the first modification ( in

fact, this has been introduced as the minus-haIf-delay modi-

fícation in Section 2.5). The modified SFG is shown in

Fig. 3.3(d). Note that each of the termination loop gains

( i .e. , -bl z/ þ4) and -bsr/ (z-1) ) is a backward dif f erence

(BD) integration.
The new transfer function is of the form

*, tt/'

8rz3*Brz2*ßrz'I

where K2 and ßi's are real constants. The three poles ob-

tained nov¡, however, will not correspond to those that would

be obtained by applying the LDI mapping to the original s-

plane poles of the analog prototype. Hence, the SC filter

frequency response will deviate from the nominal response.

This distortion is negligible only when the sampJ.ing rate is

much higher than the cutoff frequency of the filter lZ0).

V

E

(3.7)
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+

V

(a) The analog Prototy?e.
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s-domain SFG.

rz

z-domain SFG '

lz
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-1 1
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(c)

= -vr.

1

(d)

')- -')

The ninus-ha1f-delay modified SFG'

v1 \r3 
1

I.
L

(e) The optinized minus-half-deIay

A third-order all-Pole filter.
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1
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a
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,â-II

-1
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^37

\ 7-
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Fig.3,3

modified SFG.
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Davis and Trick [¿fJ proposed that the poles of the modi-

fied filter should be moved back to their correct positions
(i.e., those obtained by applying the LDr mapping directry
to the s-plane poles) so that the sc filter will yield the

correct response. Their method will be described belov¡ with
an example.

3.3.1 Davis and Trick's Method

consider the third-order arr-po1e filter shown in
Fig. 3.3(a). The corresponding minus-ha1f-deray modified
z-domain flowgraph has been shown in Fig. 3.3(d). This sFc

will not give the correct poles if the integrator gain con-
stants assume those values defined in the diagram. In order
to obtain the correct polesr w€ must have a correct set of
integrator gain constants (i.e., .i'" in Fig. 3.3(e) ). The

varues of these constants can be determined by the coeffi-
cient-matching technique described below.

The transfer function of the sFG in Fig. 3.3(e) is

^rur^, "/'
frz3+frz2+frz (3.8)

where

fl = ("1 * 1) (a= + 1) (3.9a)

V
E

fz = (ar+ar) (ar-2) + arar(2ar-I) - 3 (3.9b)
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f3= ("1 * ar)(1 - ar) + s

AlternativetY, this transfer

terms of the z-domain Poles as

*,t/z

(z-pr) Q-P)Q-Ps)

function can be expressed in

(3.10a)V-
E

(3.9c)

( 3.10b)

z-pIane

obta i ned

oï

* rz/z

z3 - z2 (p r*pr*P a) 
* z (p 

1P 2+P 1P3+p 2p ì -p rp 2p s

where K is a scaling factor , P1,P2 and p, are the

poles (located inside the unit circle) that are

from their analog counterparts by the LDI forrnula

z= r4 12*r'T' +

and

I'l <1

V-
E

Equating (g.A) and (3.10b),

cients can be computed bY the

I
fl =

P1P2P3

P't+P2+P3
p rp2ps

( 3.11)

Èhe transfer function coeffi-
following formulae:

( 3.12a )

s2T2 ( rttt)l

I..)--
(3.12b)
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Substituting these values into

èI, a2 ãrìd a3. Since (3.9) is a

tions, it is often necessary to

digital comPuter. Davis and Trick

using the Newton-RaPhson method.

example, there exists an analYtic

for a first, then % and finallY

ãn=
J

^I= - D - 
"3

where

A= 2 ( f1 -1)

B=f3-f2-s(fr*1)

c=fr+ fr+fr-7

3-fs

( 3.12c )

(3.9), vre can solve for

system of nonLinear equa-

solve it numerically on a

[41] solved this equation

However, for this simple

solution. We should solve

1 as follows :

(3.13a)

( 3.13b)

( 3.13c )

(3.14a)

(3.14b)

( 3.14c )

F=1+-3 
p1

1+
p2

1

p3

þ= r-^2
( 3.14d)



The + or

so that all
signs in

of â1, a

(3.13a,b) must

2 and a3 will be
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be appropriatelY chosen

real and positive.

3.3.2 ExamPIe 3.1

Consider the design of a third-order

ter with a bandwidth of f"=11 kHz, a

dB and a sampling frequency of f, =100

From tables [43], we obtain the

analog transfer function

Chebyshev lowpass fil-

passband ripple of 0.1

kHz [41].
normalized (4" =Ir/s)

H(s) =

s3 + 1.93883 s2 + 2.62953 s + 1.63809

with poles located at

tlr, = - 0.96942

s^ .- = - Q.4847I J jI.206I6
¿, JrL

The normalized circuit element values are C1r,=C3n=1.4328 F

and Lrr, =1.5937 H where n indicates that the numbers are nor-

malized values. The analog bandwidth is calculaÈed using

the frequency prewarPing formula

0=c

=

)
f sin u.T/Z

2f sin nf /fsc's

67748 r/s
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multiplying each

of.

The s-Plane

them bY 0"

poles can be denormalized bY

to yield

-6567 6

-32838 ! i817r4

t1

t2 
13

The corresPonding z-Plane PoIes

(3.11) to the above s-Plane PoIes

are derived by apply i ng

Pl = 0 '52440

P2,3= o'47354 ! jo'51544

Using ( 3.12 )

cients as

we compute the transfer function coeffi-

fL= 3.89237 , fz = -5'72753 and f3 = 3'84007

( 3.14 )

as

and

the correct integrator

"1 = 0'59L2 , aZ= 0'5817 a3 = L'4462

The same result can be obtained by solving (3.9) numeri-

cally on a digital compuÈer. The starting point for the it-

eration process is the set of nominal gain constants

Finally, from (3.13) and

gain constants are evaluated
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bl = .;fu- = 0.47284

-Tbz= -yiî-= 0.42510
¿n' c

6- = ---=-J,-_ = 0.472843 L- /\¿5n' c

t-
G r'''

7-
G2'''

3.3.3 Eguivalent Circuit q! an SC LDI LeaPfroq

Davis and Trick's method results in an optimized set of gain

constants which is different from the original set. This

optimized set of gain constants obviously corresponds to an

analog circuit different from the original RLC prototype.

The analog equivalent circuit of a third-order aIl-pole fil-

ter is presented in Fig. 3.4.

Yt

Y2

7,4

t-
z''

Fig, 3,4 The analog equivalent circuit
SC LDI leaPfrog filter.

at 
-!- 

ît 1¡'1 "31 "3

of a third-order all-pole
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Lf. the above circuit is LDI-transformed, it will lead to

a flowgraph sinilar to that in Fig' 3'3(e)'

ence exists however : the input t'ranch gain

of -1, and the output branch gain is z-'4 instead of 1.

Since ," and z-'4' wiII cancel each other when the trans-

fer function is derived using Mason's formula, the new sFG

can be modified by changing the input branch gain to -1 and

the output branch gain to 1. This operation will not affect

the transfer function of the SFG' The modified SFG is now

topologically identical to the LDI SFG shown in rig' 3'3(e)'

The circuit wiIl be the analog equivalent of this optimized

SC LDI leapfrog filter if the circuit element values are re-

Iated to the optimized gain constants by

A slight' differ-
is -* instead

T
îlu1 -

al

T
TI

¡ bð -úa^
¿

T
11 |, t3-

a-
5

( 3.15 )

Note that the minus-haIf-delay modification has already

been incorporated in the equivalent circuit by setting both

terminating resistors to *
It follows that a simpler design procedure would be pos-

sible if we could start with a nominal analog prototype such

as the orre shown in Fig. 3.3(a), and then obtain Ci' L) and

c¿ from cr L, and cy and finally calculate the optimized

gain constants 
"1 

, ãz and a, by means of (3'15)' In Èhis

wây, tre would not need to solve any nonlinear equations for
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the gaín constants as suggested by Ðavis and Trick. Unfortu-

nately, wê have been unsuccessful in obtaining C!, U and C!

from C, , LZ and C, . Thus fat, these element values are ob-

tainable only after the nonlinear equations have been solved

numerically for the gain constants.

The equivalent circuit is introduced to help visualize

the circuits involved in Davis and Trick's method. It does

not simplify the design of SC LDI filters, but it is more

useful in the design of BT leapfrog filters.

"L REÀLI ZATT.ON OF AN
trR-ÀñsrõEa-rroN -

SC LEAPFROG FILTER BASED ON BT LI NEAR

The design in the previous section is based on the LDI s-to-

z transformation. However, it is more desirable to use the

BT for the following reasons:

1. The frequency warping effect of the BT is a compres-

sion of the analog frequency axis. The corresponding

discrete-time filter will have a narrower transition

band.

2. The BT maps the entire analog jo -axis onto the unit

circle. Thus, if the analog prototype has a transmis-

sion zero at s=æ ' then the discrete-time filter wiIl

maintain this zero aE z=-L ot üJ T=1I This cannot oc-

cur under ,:,he LDI because only the range -2/T -< Q -<2/T

is maPPed onto the unit circle.

To realize an SFG based on the BT, $¡e simpJ.y replace all

the analog integraÈors in Fig. 3.2(b) by BT integrators. Un-
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fortunately, ar1 BT integrators are either sensitive to par-

asitic capacitances I44,457, or require extra swiLches and

capacitors (usuarly equal-valued) t¿e ,471. From a practicar
design point of view, these undesirable conditions shourd be

avoided. Hence, proposals have been made that the BT flow-
graph be modified in such a way that the parasitic-insensi-
tive LDI integrators be utilized as buirding brocks [4g,49].
This kind of filter will be denoted as a BT/LDL filter. we

will review one method' and introduce two other methods of
designing such BT/LDL filters, and later show that they are
in fact equivalent to each other.

3.4.1 Extension to Davis and Trick's Method

In this subsectionr wê suggest an extension to Davis and

Trick's method (denoted as ED&T method) to derive a BT/LD|
filter. The design procedure follows basically the same

steps described in subsection 3.3.1. The major difference is
that all the frequency prewarping calculations and pore /zero
determinations are now based on Lhe BT instead of the LDI.

This method will be illustrated by the third-order elrip-
tic filter shown in Fig. 3.5(a). The corresponding analog
and minus-half-delay modified LDI SFGs are shown in
Fig. 3.5(b) and (c), respectively. The branch gain constants

"i 's are to be determined.

2 Eriksson's method, to be discussed in subsection 3.4.2.
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Gz=r

1

c 1*c2
1'

"z
Note :

d-d.. 5+os=q-

d1

ðz

(a) The analog PrototYpe.

1

(b) The s-domain SFG.

lz

-1trz
[c) The ninus-half-delaY

-1¡1 =æ*3 Cr+C,

c1
Â-L"+-ffi

c)
,1 = -*5 

Cr+Ca

-1

V

t4 \
-z'l=-

z-L

jl 1-rz
(d) The bilinearly-transformed

Fig. 3.5 A third-order elliptic filter
nethod,

LDI SFG.

V

t-
z'2

=r2

nodi fi ed

-44

I

SFG.

used

-d4

-vl 3 
-t

-1
-1d.t

;-

d"

s

-1 o-J
5

\
-1

-44

V =-V1

h

-1

"rI

-ì

a^I arl¿r

,-z trI

-1 -I

^2r ^3r

\

to illustrate the ED&T



The general transfer function

elliPtic filter is

K (s2+ cr)
H(s) =

93*crs2+crs+c4

where K is a scaling factor and

stants. If the BT is aPPIied to

sponding discrete-time transfer

54

analog third-orderof an

(3.16)

c. 's are rea] Positive con-
1

this u(s), then the corre-

function is of the form

Kr(z+ I)(z-zr)(z-'z)
( 3.17a )H(z) = (z-pl(z-P)G-Ps)

where K1 is a scaling factor , zL, 22 (a complex conjugate

pair) are the zeros on the unit circle and P, 'Pz' P3 are

the po).es inside the unit circle. Equation (3.17a) can also

be written as

H(z) =

Kr(z + r) (22 + Yrz + 1) ( 3.17b)

,t *'(2r" + ^{sz * "(4

where
(3.18a)

Yr=-'L-'2

( 3.18b)\2= -Pr -Pz-Ps

* PtPg * PZPSYg = P1P2 ( 3.18c )
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Note that

Eheir analog

the z-domain

counterParts

zeros and poles are

using the BT formula

(3.18d)

obtained from

(3.1e)

( 3.2la )

Í4 = - PIP¡P3

With Mason's formula, the transfer function of the flow-

graph in Fig. 3.5(c) is determined to be

*z ,4 (r' * ßtz + t¡
( 3.20 )

,t*B2r'+3rz+90
V-
E

-sTL*_Z
-l-- sTt---2

^z^3

Gz-z) (at*ar*21¡ s) -rz(arar+arar) +3 (arar."ltt-l

(ar+1) (art1) - 
^4^S

(a, + ar) çt - ar) +a r(a ra r+ 
u 

s^ q)- 3 (aoau - 1)

where

ß1 = a-
-5

Bz= (3.2Ib)

3,=J [ar+1) (ar+1) - 
^4^s

( 3.2lc )
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.

:ìi

::ì'ì
?
È
tìì
,1..:ìi

:l:
ììì
ìì:l]
':ìrìì
r::ìi
,ìti::ì
ai:]:

.:¡ì.:

a4a5 - 1

g4
(ar+I) (aa+l) - aqas (3.21d)

aîð

"1"5
Kz

[ar+1) (aa+1) - u4rs (3.22)

K2 is the scaling factor of the filter.

Comparing (3.17b) and (3.20), we notice that if Kl=K2 and

Yi=ßi, then H(z) can indeed be realized by V/9, provided

that V/E is multiplied by a gain factor ç2"*r-\7. This multi-

plication is equivalent to multiplying the output branch of

the flowgraph by the above gain factor. With this modifi-

cation (shown in Fig. 3.5(d) ), the analog filter is bili-

nearly-transformed but the building blocks of the SC filter

are LDI integrators.
Note that there are five equations (i.e. (9.21a-d) and

ß.22)l in five unknowns. Sometimes, w€ may decide not to

let the integrator gain constants determine the scaling fac-

tor of the filter (see Appendix A). if this is the casef

(3.22) is no longer a constraint equation and there will be

one extra degree of freedom. This extra degree of freedom

allows us to reduce the example to a 4-variable problem by
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suggest the
introducing a suitable

following constraint :

^s^4 ( 3.23 )d--
5

because in the s-domain the equality d s =ds d 4 /ð, must hold'

À different argument wilt be given later. substituting

(3.23)into(3.21),weobtainthesetofnonlinearequations
which can be solved for the ai's :

uruz (3.2aa)a-t-r1 -
a

o-.D2-
@ Z- 

2) (a f a 3* 
2 a ra r) - 2 a ra ra O+ 

3 (a ra t -t+ara2o / ar)

(ar+1) (ar+1) - ara'O/ a,

(a 
r+ 

a g) çt - a r) + 2 ara ra O+ 
S (I - 

" fI!3!
B_-'5

(ar+L) (ar+1) - ara?O/a,
( 3.24c )

ar"f;/"I - 1

^r

^4

(3.24b)

Q.=,4
(ar+l) ("S*1) - ara?O/a,

(3.24d)
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3.4.1.1 ExamPle 3 -2

Consider the analog network shown

normalized element values are

clr, = c3r, = 1'08546

C2n = .t¿6580

in Fig. 3.5(a) where the

n =+
CI

! j2.60ø32

- 0.92127

- 0.36268 I j1.L4294

t jss679

- t9727

- 776s.9 ! i24473

zeros

po 1es

Lzn = 1'00896 H

and the normalized zeros and poles are

zeros

poles

we want to realize an sc leapfrog filter based on this net-

work and the BT. The cutoff frequency is to be 3.4 kHz, and

the sampling rate is to be 128 kHz'

First,Wêcomputetheprewarpedcutofffrequency

rf ctan .--I
S

= 21472.56 r/s

The denormalized s-plane zeros and poles are then
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The corresponding z-plane zetos and Poles are

'r,2
P1

Pz,s

0.90966

0. 8s691

0.924s5

r j0.41s3s

È j0.778s7

The transfer function coefficients are computed as

Yl = -1.81932 \Z = -2'70600

Y4 = -0'75980Ys = 2'47rL8

Equating Êi=Yi , wê set up the nonlinear equations in

(3.?4). A user routine called ZSCNT (available from the Uni-

versity of Manitoba computer library) is used to solve this

system of equations. The starting point is the set of origi-

nal gain constants

-Tbr = GJEITÇ = o' 13578

'._T"2 - Lrn/e.

C^
¿n

G'";cil

= 0. 16580

0.11897

b3 =rc;4r% = 0.13578

bq

, c2n
lì =-"5 (Crr.,+C.rr) = 0. 11897
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The solution is found to be

@r = o'14480

u2 = o'16580

"j = o '74479

^4 = o' 13288

"s = o '13287

If constraints other than the one in (3.23) are used,

different ansv¡ers can be expected. For example, if â4 =â5 t

then v¡e obtain

^r
uz

a-
J

u4

a_
5

Or, if â1=â3 , wê obtain

0 . L4467

0. 16583

0.14491

0.13300

0.13300

0.14478

0.16586

0.14478

0. 13345

0.13291

^r

^2

a-
J

^4

"5:.1

:::rliì:

I
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3.4.2 Eriksson's Flowqraph Conversion Method

Eriksson [49] sho¡¡ed that by beginning with an SFG that uses

bilinear integrators, it is possible to manipulate the flow-

graph so that the building blocks will be LDI integrators.

Since the derivation of Eriksson's method is more complicat-

ed than the ED&T method, a third-order filter may not pro-

vide enough insight into the procedure. Thus, a fifth-order

elliptic filter is chosen as an example in reviewing Erikss-

on's method.

we start with the s-domain SFG in Fig. 3.2(a) or (b).

Àpplying Èhe BT to the integrators results in the z-domain

BT SFG shown in Fig. 3.6(a). Note that there are no termina-

tion problems as in the LDI case. Using the identity

redraw Fig. 3.6(a) as

Using the identities

z+I 2z
1t z-1

Fig. 3.6 (b) .

z-1
1-

)t

z+I
=

z-1
(3.2s)

(3.26)

(3 .27 )

we

and

z+L

2z

(z + I)2

2z(z - I)

2
+

z-I

z-1
)z

vre redraw Fig. 3.6(b) as Fig. 3.6 (c ) .
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-br

b.=d.,
11

i=6 ,7 ,8,9 (for d' see Îig. 3.2) 62
ba

rq

-1

-1 rz

-bs

rz

(a)

(b)

-bs

V

z+I
TZ

z+I
)z

-bo

ir,

-bs

rq

îot

ñ
2-7fr

z+I 1-n
(c)

6

î, -bt -1

-1

. z+lbr;-T
L-I

-1

- z+1bzfi

-1

- z+L
b s:-TL-t

-1

z+It+fi . z+7Dc-'z-I

fl;,Vt v-
\J -1

1

--t

'21o, 
3 

=-z-I

-1

,b' (z+r)z
ATGT

-1

zbz*
L- I

I

b,*
Ia ZV, z,

z-I

I I I

v1

-bz

-1

(

-1

2b1+
L-L

\

-1

b2

2

lz-I

-1

2U+
L-L

z-I
)z

-1

z
lO5-'

L- L'

,Vl
frY,

Fig, 3,6 Eriksson's flowgraph conversion stePs'



with more manipulation, w€ simplify

in Fig. 3.6(d). To further reduce the

out the flov¡ equations at nodes 31 , ûs

For instance, ât node î5 ,
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Fig.3.6(c) as shown

f lowgraph, ire wr i te

and ìr, resFectively.

Vs=
7^

zbq 
-(r^z-I

^ l-b¿
-\/ +tz

Zn_ (r,
-1L-t

z-L^

-v- 
)J

v-)
J

- tUr*bObr)î,

v-
J

( 3.28 )

(3.29)

There will be similar results f or nodes V1 and V3. I'Je use

these simplified flow. eguations to redraw Fig. 3.6(d) as

Fig. 3.6(e). The branch gain constants âi's are defined as

2b-
5=æ

1 -br+bOb,

2bt
d.=-I 1-br+brb,

ar=2b,

1-bt*bLbz

b7 * bzbs

I+brbr*b.b4

b, + bOb,

1-bS*b4bs

bg * bsb4

L + brb, * b3b4

b6 * btb2

^6

2b-J

u7

t8a-=
J 1 + brb, bsb q+

aO= 2bO
"g=

2b_
5

1-bS*b¿bS
a-=

5
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theEquivalently, the "i's can

circuit element values bY the

be determined directlY from

following formulae:

4L2T

"r=

'z=

*f'4Lr(Cr+Cr) - 2L2T

T

Lz

a-=
J

cLt -+

ã.=
5

b

4L2L4T

4LzL4(Cr+Cu+co) * T' (Lr+Lo)

T

Lq ( 3.30 )

4L4T

 L'(CO+C') - 2L4T

4LrC, + Tz

* .Tz

 Lr(Cr+Cr) - zLzr

4LzL4Cz * T2L4

*T2

^7= 4L2L4(Cz*Cs*C4) *

4LOCO + T2

Tz (L2+L4)

"8= 4LO(CO+C')-2LOT+Tz

4LZL4C4 * Tz L2

^g= 4L2L4(Cr+cr+co) * T' (tr+L4)
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Note that the building blocks in the SFG are BD and FD

integrators (see (2.g) and (2.I0)). We now modify this Er-

iksson's SFG' and obtain a flowgraph with only LDI integra-
--'2L

tors by using the identity # = # .t-' . The f inal f low-

graph is shown in Fig. 3.6(f) where the input gain factor

U(* + ;4 I has been moved to the output branch (tf¡is will

not make any difference as far aS the transfer function is

concerned).

Note that for an all-pole filter, Cz=C4=0 and

b6=br=bg=bn=O. Under the LDI, the SFG wilt not contain any

direct paths between ût ana îlr, ês well as between i, and

V5. However, for a BT/LDI flowgraph, despite b6=br=br=bn=0,

the gain constants d6, ã7, "B 
and "g 

will not be zeÊoì

therefore, all the aforementioned paths exist. Thus , a

B"I/LÐI all-pole filter has the same SFG topology as a BT/ll.ÐI

elliptic filter of the same order. This property is very

useful if the filter is intended to be programmable.

3 The connection of one BD integrator and one
in a loop is equivalent to the connection of
grators in a loop. Thus Eriksson's SFG can
ás composed of the LDI integrators too.

FD integrator
two LDI inte-
be considered
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3.4.3 Analoq Equivalent Circuit Method

In Subsection 3.3.3, vre derived the analog equivalent cir-
cuit of an SC LÐI leapfrog filter designed with Davis and

Trick's method. We wiIl no$¡ present the analog equivalent

circuit of an SC BT/LÐL leapfrog filter based on the results

of Eriksson's method. This equivalent circuit provides a new

design procedure.

A fifth-order elliptic LDI SFc is shown in Fig. 3.7. The

difference between this LDI SFG and the BT/LDI SFG shown in

Fig. 3.6(f) is in the output branches which have different
gainsof -1 and -r(r4*r-%), respectively. Àlthough the

BT/LDI SFG is derived from a certain analog prototype N via

the BT, its similarity to the LDI SFG suggests that it can

indeed be obtained from some analog circuit N' that will be

transformed via the LDI. The above concept is illustrated in

Fig. 3.8 (a) . The circuit N, which will be bilínearly-trans-
formed, is shown in Fig. 3.8(b). The circuit N', which will
be LDI-transformed, is shown in Fig. 3.8(c).

t-
-z

Vr. -t -1

\

-1
,- z-

QrãtT

-1
L

.z-bc-:'z- I

-1
,. z'otÃ

-1
14

b,+-T
L- L

,z'
5Ã

L.

-1 1:1
L2

br=d.T, i=I12r,,,,5 t

(for d, , see Fig.

A fifth-order elliptic LDI

1

b. =d.1 1:
3,2)

SFG.

l1r4

í=6,7 ,8 19

Fig. 3.7



BT (Eríkssonfs nethod)

Ëq. (3.32)

Eq, [3.31)

Analog
Prototype

N

{ t' c' cr} Eq. [3.30)

{a. }
1

{u. }
1

LDI

BT/ LDI

leapfrog
filter

{a. }={b. }11

Analog
Eq. Circuit
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Fig.3.8 (a)

(a)

(b)

(c)

The relationshlp between Erikssonrs
the equívalent circuiÈ nethod.

The analos prototlTìe N.

The analog equivalent circuit N1,

method and

cb)

(c)

c! ' cl I cl1/'r\ 5/T\ 5



with Eriksson's method, the first circuit
BT/LDI SFG such as the one shown in Fig. 3.6(f)

c)
Cl+Cl+

¿5

ci
Cl+Cl+Cl¿J4
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leads to a

. The gain

( 3. 31)

V

L

constants are given by (3.2g) or (3.30).
If Èhe second circuit is transformed via the LDr, then

the corresponding minus-harf-deray sFG is shown in Fig. 3.9.
The gain constants are given by

b- _ Tt cj+cj

.Tn=- tl'u2

L-T's - Q-q-¡¡

b- -
b

b7=

b8=

bg=

Cà

bq

o, = q*-e¡

-T
LÄ

-b6 -b8

rq

in Fig. s.8(c).

z

-b7

a -1
l-

Dt-;-
L-I

-1
7-

D2=-T

-1
7-

t Dg:-
L-I

-1

,
lbr:l:

L- \

,\
. D5:-T

/./
,4 I i I

Fig. 3.9 The LDI SFG of the circuit N,



shifted into the output branch, then the nev¡ input and out-

put branches will be -1 and -h (* + ,-4 ), F€spectively.

This new SFG witl then be identical to that in Fig. 3.6(f).

In other words, the two circuits in Fig. 3.8 will give the

same SFGs (i.e. BT /LDl SFG) even though one is transformed

via the BT and the other via the LDI. It follows that if the

circuit in Fig. 3.8(b) is the analog prototype of the BT/LDI

filter shown in Fig.3.6(f), then the circuit in Fig. 3.8(c)

will be the equivalent circuit of the BT/LÐI filter.

Unlike the case for LÐI filters in Subsection 3.3.3, wê

can now derive the relationships between the elernent values

of the nominal proLotype N and the equivalent circuit. N'.

Equating the gain constants ai and bi f or í=1,2,...,9, we

obta i n

If Èhe input branch gain z4

ci=cr T-z L)= Lz

Ltr=Lq

CT
J

ci

^2c)=cz.ù

J

^2^t=l+- "4 4L.
4

tå=tr-ä

In summary, this
analog filter N, and

element values given

design procedure starts with

next the equivalent circuit
by (3.32) is obtained. This
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of the SFG in Fig. 3.9 is

( 3.32 )

the nominal

N' with the

equ i va lent



circuiÈ is then transformed via the LDI into an

The resulting SC circuit is the desired BT/LDI SC

the original prototype. The gain constants of

SFG are given by the simple formulae in (3.3I).

It is interesting to note that formulae similar to (3.32)

have been obtained by Lee and Chang t48l and Lee et al.[50]

using the concepts of discrete-time impedances and charge-

voltage relationships for the RLC circuit elements.

The result of (3.32) can be generalized to an odd M-th

order filter shown in Fig. 3.10(a). The corresponding analog

equivalent circuit is shown in Fig. 3.10(b).

ctl-z

(a)

hr-r

+

1¡l
t'lr4

7.4

Gi= Gà= z'

ên odd M-th order

The corresponding

7t

Sc f i1ter.
f ilter for

rhi s B1/LDr

Fig. 3.10 (a)

tb)

(b)

elliptic filter.
analog equivalent circuit.

Lu- r
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The modified reactive element values are given bY

ci=cr

C! =
1

T-z

C.
1

i = 3,5,...rM-z

i = 2r4r...rM-1
LI

]-

C:
1

-L.
1

= f,.
1

lvl- 3or 2-

(3.33)

( 3.34 )

cil,t = cv

T2
I-' 4L.

1

T-z

The corresponding gain constants of the SFG are

.Tbi = --Tt-
1

c)i
1-DM*2i-r=W.

b. =
]. C! . + C! * C! .1-l 1 a+l

c)t
lr="l.l+2í cài* c)i*t* ch.¡*z

c)¡
c)i * c).t*t *

c)¡
bM*2i = c)i-z* c|i-t * cåi

i = 1r3r...rN'l

i = 2 14 r. .. ,N'l-l

bruf*2i-1 = c)t*z

N{- 1-2-i = 1r3r...,

where
CönO and Cù*r40
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3.4.4 Equivalence Amonq the Three Methods

In the previous subsection, Yte have shown the relationship

between Eriksson's method and Èhe equivalent circuit method.

In this subsection, Ire will show the equivalence between the

ED&T method and Eriksson's method.

The SFG in Fig. 3.5(d) can be extended to a fifth-order

elliptic filter. The resulting SFG is similar to the one

shown in Fig. 3.6(f), except that the output branch gains

will differ by a constant of l/2. Since an SFG filter can

always be amplitude-scaled by varying the input branch gain

constant, a dífference of l/2 is irrelevant. The similarity

between the two configurations suggests that there must ex-

ist a solution common to both methods (viz the ED&T and Er-

iksson's methods). Recall that there are several valid sets

of gaín constants, under different constraints, for the EÐ&T

meÈhod. However, there is only one set for Eriksson's meth-

od. Nevertheless, the two methods will produce the Same re-

sults and thus will be equivalent if we choose the proper

constraints for the ED&T method.

To conclude, wê have Shown the equival-ence among the

three rnethods of realizing a BT/LDI SC filter, i.e. all

three methods wiII produce Èhe same results. This fact can

be observed in the following example.
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3 .4 ,4 .l Example 3 . 3

The specifications are

3.2, except Eriksson'

will be used this time.

Eriksson's Method

the same as those given in ExamPIe

s and the equivalent circuit methods

The normalized element values have been given in Example

3.2. After denormalization by o.=214r2.56 t/s, these ere-

ment values become

c1= cs=

c2=

L2=

5.06924 x 10-s F

6.84552 x 10-6 F

4.7rrg8 x 10-s H

The final gain constants ar's are calculated as

4L2T

^!=

^z=

ão=
J

^4=

ã.=)

4Lr(Cr+Cr)-2LrT+T

T
L^
,¿

= 0. 14480

= 0.16580

= 0.14480

= 0.13287

-- 0 . 13287

4L2T

ALr(Cr+Cr)-ZLrr+T

4LrC, + T2

+lrGr+Cr) -2Lrr+T'
4LrC, + T2

W

The result
ple 3.2 by the

is exactly the same

ED&T method (under

that obtained in Exam-

constraint ata5 =ara4) .

as

the
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Esuivalent Circuit
Using (3.33), we

Method

modify the element values as

ci

ci

C,LJ

Li

c1

cz

T-2
T2.q

T-T
Lz

4.67864

7.16934

4 .67 864

4.71798

10

10

-5

-6

F

F

5
10-s F

10-s H

The gain constanÈs of the BT/LDL SFG are then evaluated as

o, = g*-e;
,TDz= -Ç

= 0.14479

= 0. 16580

,Tos = e;; c1- = o'r447e

ci
bo= V7]., = 0.13287'"1"2

ct
bs=qi-¡¡ =0.13287

These values are the same as those obtained by the ED&T

method and Eriksson's method.

Eriksson's method and the equivalent circuit method allow

us to use explicit formulae instead of nonlinear equations

to obtain the correct gain constants, and it is easy to ex-

tend these formulae to higher-order filters. Therefore, from

nov¡ on either one of these methoc¡s will be used f or design-

ing BT/l''ÐI SC leapfrog filters. The physical implementation

of the SFG with SC components will be discussed in Chap-

ter V.



ChaPter IV

PRÀCTTCAL DESIGN CONSIÐERÀTIONS

The design of an SC filter can be improved further with re-

spect to the design vaules in the SFG in Fig.3.6(f). There

are some aspects that can be optimized: such as, urinimizing

the number of op amps, the total capacitance and the pass-

band ripple; and maximizíng the dynamic range and the mini-

mum attenuation in the stopband. We should perform these op-

timizations under the assumption that the final design will

satisfy the specifications. Moreover' before the design is

implemented, a sensitivity study should be carried out to

estimate the aIlowab1e tolerance of the filter components.

In this chapter, each of the aforementioned optimization

criteria will be discussed. The objective function for an

optimizatíon program will be described. The single- and

multi-parameÈer sensitivities of t.he SC filter will also be

investigated.

4.1 NUMBER OF OP AMPS

The output branch of the
t- t-

function of -'t(rt * z-2

and thus unrealizable.

sFG in Fig. 3.6(f) requires a gain

). This gain function is noncausal

However, w€ can mu1tiPIY the func-

tion by half a delaY Period (i.e.

76

z-\ ) to obtain a new



-1
gain function of -h (I+z - \ '
will not change the magnitude

The new gain function can be

shown in Fig. 4.1.

77

Note that this rePlacement

characteristic of the' filter'

realized by the circuiE 123,49)

,2

Fig. 4.1 An SC circuit that real izes a gain of -'¿(I*,-I)'

This circuit is Sensitive to parasitic capacitances, and

it requires a few cãpacitors and switches and an op amp that

consumes power. we propose omitting the output branch of

the SFG and taking irs as the output so that the abcve cir-

cuit is not needed. The filter so realized is canonic in

the number of op amps (i.e., an M-th order filter now re-

quiresonlyMopamPsoneopampforeachintegrator).
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The removal of the output branch does not cause 
.any 

sig-

nificant change in the frequency response in the passband'

äowever, there is typically a reducf-ion in attenuation in

the stopband; in fact, âoY transmission zero at z=-I or

¿¡T=,rT wil-1 vanish. Usually, the speci.f icationS are given in

the form of a toLerance scheme such as the one sho¡+n in

Fig. 4.2. Hence, if the new transfer function (i.e. Çr/n>

Satisfies the specifications, then the output branch can

simply be discarded; otherwise, an optimization is needed.

Note that the removal of the output branch eliminates the

dependent source in Fig. 3.8(c) and the output voltage is

now taken directl-y f rom the RLC network.

Attenuation (dB)

passband stopband

transiti on
band

f
PW

1

P
nr-n

0

A typical tolerance
that satisfies the

freq.

scheme, and a frequency resPonse

specifications.
Fig. 4.2
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4.2 DYNAMIC RÄNGE

By dynamic range is meant the range of input signai leve]s

that the filter can accomodate without producing a distorted

output t191. The maximum signal levels in an SC filter are

determined by the saturation levels and slew rates of the op

amps. The minimum signal levels are limited by the system

noise Irg].
In an sc leapfrog filter, the signal levels of various

nodes of the SFG may vary considerably. For example,

Fig. a.3(a) shows the responses of the three internal nodes

of the SFG in Fig.3.3(e) where the gain constants are

a1 =0 .5912, e. =Q .5877 and a3 =L.4462 ( see Example 3.1 ) . These

magnitude responseS are computed from their corresponding

transfer functions with Mason's formula .

sl-Vl -urr- ¡22(I+ar) + z(arar-au-2) + I)

E=

^IrZt [z(l+ar) - 1]

-

o/n
arara= z"' '

where D = z3 [(ar+f ¡ (ar+l)f * z' [(at+ar) (^z-2)*^Iu3Qar-I)-31

( 4.1)

(4.2),r=
E

V-
J

From Fig. 4.

frequency, one

er op anps may

(4.3)

+ zl(ar+a.) (1-ar)+3J - 1

3(a), it can be seen that at a particular

op amp ma!' have a very high gain whereas oth-

have relatively sma]l gains. Thus, it is pos-
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sible for one op amp to saturate while other oP amps have

relatively small signal Levels. Nevertheless, the maximum

allowable input signai level is determined by the first men-

tioned op amp although the other op amps may not be reguired

to acccmoOate Signal, levelS that come even close to the Sat-

uration leveI. Hence, the dynamic range will not be optinum'

À sirnple solution to maximizing the dynamic range in a

leapfrog filter is to scale each individual internal node

response so that they all have the same peak gain value

t511. For convenience, wÊ set this value to unity. The pro-

cedure thus becomes computing the maximum of each individual

magnitude response, i.e.,

m. = max | î' ,""t, I "' m. = nax"'i oiäî,'"|;F5 
I 

o(or-<t

î, t"jtt)
;æ

(4.4)

and then dividing the whole response by this factor. The re-

suJ-ting freguency responses for the example are shown in

Fi9. 4.3(b).

To irnPlement the above Procedure

vide the gain constants of all branc

Ii ) by m', and multiPlY each branc

(see Fig. 4.4). In this wâY, the

stant and the overall transfer fun

( excepÈ the max imurn output 9a i n i s

output gain is required to equaì a

on a flowgraPh, we di-

hes enter ing node î4 ( or

h leaving the node bY mi

loop gains are kePt con-

ction remains unchanged

now 1). If this maximum

certain value ( saY, K) ,



then the filter input branch constanÈ should

by this factor K. All the node response maxima

nameIY K.

The dynamic-range-scaled SFG of a

BT/LDr fil-ter is shown in Fig. L-.5.

branch - r4("% * 
"-4) has been removed

now given Uy v=Ç5 /ns. The ai'S are

scaling capacitor ratios and the oi's

range-scaling capacitor ratios.

GÊIN
CHÊFÊCTEBISTIC

81

be multiplied
remain equal,

f i fth-order eIl ipt ic

Note that the outPuÈ

and the new outPut is

the pre-dynamic-range-

are the post-dynamic-

i
-lrl

"I

al
.il

GÊIN
CHFRqCTEB ] ST I C

(b)

vt
E

rz

tr-
5

E

(a)

Fig. 4.3 The various node responses of the filter in Example 3.1

(a) before and (b) after dynalnic-range scaling'

50 0'. I c c'.zD D.3A 0. s0

NTBITÊL I ZED FF-OUENCT
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kz'
Ã

(a)

Part of a signal-f1ow-graPh

dynamic-range scaling .

-cL. -.L5

0t6 o1B

-L/m.,.1

(b)

(a) before and (b) after

a.
1

V.
l_

n.
1

V.
1

Fig.4.4

Qr= 
^2

d2= 
^z

os= 
^4

o4= 
^4

-014

7-
orr'''

-a-z5

E
T4

*4
Tz

^z

^2ø-J*3
*4

q-,*3
*4

5m-
5

ur

*tr

m-
J

\
m-

J
t-

5
m-

5

n-
5

:z
tl

þ
^z
n-

J

\
m-

J

%
m_

5

\

o5="1

cI-=1
b

o7=t

*8=1

og =l

o1o=l

o11 = 
"5

tl
otz = ^zÇ

lx- - - 4-
L5 0

o14

o1s

o16

="8

=^g

=^L

oL7 =

o18 =

01g =

o2o =

The dynamic-range-scaled SFG

fi 1ter.

vt
m-

L=--1

v_
5V=-

m-

%

-d1

o6r

-02

¡

o7l

- o¿-
J

oBr

-4"4

o9r oror

F j.g . 4.5 of a fifth-order elliPtic SC
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4.3 TOTÀL CÀPÀCITÀNCE

The capacitance value of an MOS capacitor is proport'ional to

the silicon area of the IC. It is therefore important to

ninimize the total capacitance value of an SC filter while

still meeting the specifications.

It appears that not nuch work has

mization of the total capacitance of

initial design is conpleted. Mitra

presented a method for minirnizing the

state-space SC filters. This thesis

tion 4.5) an optirnization technique

capacitance in an sC leapfrog f ilter.
It can be readily shown that the total capacitance de-

pends on the capacitor ratios. Às an example, consider the

following integrator with the capacitances expressed in

terms of the unswitched feedback capacitor C.

olc
V, r-r

been done on the mini-

an SC filter after the

and Vaidyanathan 152)

total capacitance in

will discuss (in Sec-

to minimize the totaL

T!
I

t

Fig. 4.6 An examPle used

caPacitance of
to illustrate

an SC circuit.
the calculation of the total



B4

The total capacitance associated with this inLegrator is

CT = C(ol * aZ* dS* L) (4.5)

where o1, o2 and ea are the capacitor ratios. In view of

practical limitations, there is a lower bound on the value

of a capacitor that can be fabricated on an IC. Denote this

smallest possible capac itance as %i' , then

C
m].n

min (oIC , crrC , orC , C)

Camln

(4.6)

(4.7 )

where c*ir, = tit (of , d2 , 0S , o4) and

Hence, the total caPacitance can now

o4=1'

be expressed as

C
^ Inln
l=æ"T ctmln

-L. m1n

(crt

(0i

cI.
1

*o2

*oi

cl, + clo)

cri + ai)

, i=1 ,21314
where (4.8)

The total capacilance is minimized when the sum of the new

capacitor ratios oi in (+.1) is minimized. Since these rat-

ios nust satisf y ";., 1, Rinimi zíng their sum is equivalent

to making each ratio approach unity as close as possible.

Note that for a leapfrog filter, omin is not determined

from anong all of the capacitors in the filter. Instead, we

divide the SFG inÈo several sections (with each section de-

0,n]-n

f ined by an integrator) and then determine a local a .r., f or



each section. The vafue ominl for the i-th section is

from anong all the capacitors connected to the input

nal of the i-th op amp, or equivalently, from among

branch gain constants associated with the input node

i-th integrator in the SFG (see Fig' 4'6(b))'

Forthedynamic-range-scaledSFGinFig.4.5,r¡¡ecancal-
cuLate the totar capacitance of the firter by summing the

total capacitance vaLues of the five sections as fo]Lows :

t, = tr, *'rr* tr, * tro * tt,
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chosen

terni -
all the

of the

(4.e)

(a.10a)

(4.10b)

(4.11a)

(4.1lb)

(a.t?a)

(4.12b)

(4.13a)

(4.13b)

(4.14a)

( 4 .14b)

where

t"=
C

m].n

- 

lü_
d,

mr-n1

= min (0s

CmIn=ilto1
n]-n2

= nin (or

* 06 o13 * o16 * o20)

, 06 , 013 , 016 , dZO)

* o^2 * o7)

,dZrO7)

o,o * crn)

, cro , og)

* o11 * 014 * otg)

, dll , dL4 , 019)

CT
m]-n1

,,,

cL
rn1n2

ct-
J

Gmin,

C

tro = #u",
*mino = rnin (os

tt,
C

ml-n=o. L01o
m]-n5

= min (or 
o

C*in
= Jï (o8 * olz * ots t o17 * o18)

*InIn3

= mj-n (oA , aIZ, c15 , 017 , crtr)

0,
m1n5
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4.4 PASSBAND AND

In general, it is

ripple as small as

Iarge as possible.

of merit :

n=

STOPBAND TOLERANCES

desirable for a filter to have a passband

possible, and a stopband attenuation as

This thesis proposes the following figure

-Pmax m1n
SW

PW
c
mln Pmln

4.5 OPTIMI ZÀTTON

Of the four aspects described in the preceding section, the

number of op anps and the dynamic range can be optimized

easily; however, the minimization of Èhe total capacitance

and the passband,/stopband deviations requires a computer-

aided optimization program. Taking this into consideration,

we define the objective function to be optimized (for the

fifth-order elliptic SC leapfrog filter) as

where the symbols are defined in Fig. 4.2. The

satisfy the tolerance specifications if each of

ratios is equal to or less than l and then Q-( 2.

mization purposes, wê shall minimize rl .

f (0) = wrC, + wrn

where 0 is the set of ga"ì.n constants { â1 ,..
the total capacitance defined in (q.g)-(+.14),

two different weighting factors and n is the

it defined in (4.15).

. rê9 ],

w, and

f i gure

(4.15)

design will

the above

For opti-

(4.16)

Cr is
n2 are

of mer-
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The values of the weighting factors Yr1 and. wz are

critical. À f ew runs of the optimization program are usual'-

ly needed in order to establish the best values for them.

Note that in the original analog network (see Fig' 3.1),

there are eight degrees of freedon (i.e., the number of cir-
cuit elements minus one). Since we seÈ the resistances

egual, there are seven degrees of freedom Ìeft. However, in

the SC leapfrog filter, Èhere are nine design parameters

(i.e. a. to a^). In order to reduce the 9-dimensional opLi-
I9

¡nization problem to a 7-dimensional one, we shaIl introduce

two constraints in the sc filter.

In (3.31), the branch gain constants are expressed in

terms of the values of the reactive elements in the analog

equivalent circuit. Conversely, if we obtain an optimum set

of gain constants { ai }, ste can express the reactive e1e-

ment values in terms of "i'= 
as follows:

I-a-
Cl=T b
t"1

a-
Cl=T o
, UL

I(_\ a-
5

4-_bt-

' ur^,

-u8t-t ts",

-1a-
ct = r f - - JlLdrosOT

c)=

"8

"s

a1

a_
J

)

(4 "t7 )

( 4.18 )

(4.19)

or

^6cå=T

cå=T

cå=T

t8

-ì
t5)

tt 
.,,

os

^r

a-t

^I

a-
b

^\
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ci= "8
a_

5

1-âo
CJ=T5a-

5

âo
al = T -----a-vA

adn
J

lao
Cl=T(--*)5 'a- a-5J

(4.20)

(4.2t)

The above equations show that

not unique. The reason is thaÈ

of freedom in the SC domain. To

capacitance values, w€ introduce

(4.22)

(4.23)

the capacitance values are

there are two extra degrees

ensure the uniqueness oÍ the

the following constraints :

(4.24')

( 4.25 )

the capacitance values are

L)=

Li=

T

^2

T

^4

and

a-a-5b
A-=-r^7

^3^Bu5 =-
^g

I^f ith these two constraints,

uniquely given by

ãl
.t-.P-:-"2'as

ci=r(

cå=T
L-ar-an

a-
J

(4.26)
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âo

Cl = To^s

cå=r(

where the paraneters 
"1 and

The optinization problem

a- have been
5

now becomes :

w^n
z

el ininated.

Mininize

subject to

f (U) = *lCT * (4 .27 )

,âSrã4t47rtgt 0

I

1 (4.28)

"9
<1

gain constants [ar] in terms of a new

as follows :

2

^z

0<

0<

0<

^6

"B

^7*

where V = { az,^s,l4,à6,à7,?g,ag 
}

The above explicit constraints are derived from (4.22),

(4.23) and (4.26) by requiring the L' and C' eLement values

to be positive. We can transform this constrained problem

into an unconstrained one by performing a paraureter trans-
formation.

Define the set of

set of parameters {":.

^2='
*3

^s= "

]

x

x4

^4='
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_1cot * x6

d- -t

^7=

TT

-1cot *7 (4.29)

(4.30)

'fi

-1 *8cot
u8=

Thus, êS *i'" vary from - - to - ì (+.Zg) will automatically

be satisfied.
To summarize, Yte will minimize

where

f (0) = wrC, + wrrl

0 = { *2r*3rX4rx6,X7rxgr*g }

The optimization technigue used is the simplex direct

search method t531. A simple flowchart of the optimization

progran is shown in Fig. 4.7. À FORTRÀN subroutine for sim-

plex written by Gole t54l is used in the program. Às in any

optirnization problern, the location of the globa1 minimum is

never known for Sure. However, if vte begin with several dif-

ferent feasible designs as starting points and end up with

the same f inal Point, r¡e can expect that the minimum

achieved is a good one.

We will iLlustrate the above concepts in the next chapter

rqith the aid of an examPle.
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t- -l
I

I

I

I

I

I

t

I

I

I

I

Simplex I----.ì |

method ,/ I

-
I

I
I

I

I

I

Initial { a.l }

Init ial

Obtain n+l vertices of

the initial simPlex

and evaluate their
objective function

va 1ue s

IdentifY the largest

object. function value

Replace the vertex

having Êhe. largest

object, function value

with a new vertex

EXIT ?

@tinum { xt }

@timum { a, }

yes

Fig. 4 .7 A sinple flowchart for the optimization progran'
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4.6 MÀGNITUDE SENSTTIVITY

Àfter an SC filter design is finalized, it is important to

evaluate the Sensitivity of the magnitude response to chang-

es in netr,¡ork parameters ( i . e. tne caPacitor ratios ) .

It has been noted t-hat a doubiy-ie:minated LC l-adder f i1-

ter has very low sensitivity io element variations. Since an

SC leapfrog filter originates from such an anaIog filter, it

is expected to retain the same low-Sensitivity property.

This thesis will briefly examine this sensitivity Property

of an SC leapfrog f ilter.

In this section, we will first consioer the single-param-

eLe: sensitiviry aS it iS some-'imes oesjrab.:-e to Knoh'how

one specific capacit.or ratio wiiÌ afrect the magnitude re-

Sponse. We will then consider the multi-parameter sensitivi-

ty as it provides a more realistic estimate of the sensitiv-

ity property of the Sc f ilter.

4,6.I Sinqle-Parameter Sensi t ivi tY

--4

: Deterministic
ÀPProach

The transfer function H of an

or B'I/LDI ) depends on all the

Since H is always a rational

in terms of two polynomials N

N(z,a,a, .)

.)

SC leapÍrog filter (either LDI

capacitor ratios (i.e. a1 's).
function, it can be exPressed

and D as follows :

H(z,arrã2,...) =
D(z,ar,ay

(4.31)
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t: i

1

ì

ì

a1

The sensitivity of H with respect

is defined as
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to any capacitor ratio

(4.32)

into two parts

(4.33)

( 4. 34 )

z r¿ith coef f i-

can be rewrit-

(4.35)

(4.32 ) becomes

^H 
a. ðH

ùr. = F- ãa.
11

decomocse each of N and ÐIt
as

is Dcss!bie to

follows:

N (2,a, ,ã2, .1 = Nt(z) + a. N, (z)

D(z,ar,ãz, ..) = Dl(z) + a. Dr(z)

where N1, N2, D1 and Ð2 are polynomials

cients that are not functions of a1. Hence,

ten in the bilinear form [55]

in

H

H=*

Using ( 4. 35 ) ,

N1 * 
"iN2

DI * ,iD2

we can show that

sH=a.
1

âN/ ða.,1

t

âD/ ð a.'1

t
uit

(4.36)

N? D)
a. ( 

-- -I-N 
D

lf l¡e are only interested in the magnitude characteristic

c( " 
joT 

)= lH( e jürT 
) I , then it is well known f rom crassical

theory t.hac the magnitude sensitívity is defined as [55]



sG 
(ejoT)

^i
Re

Re

Àa.tR"
a.

1

cH(ej.,T) lut
d.

1

'T!') | ,,,L lz=e-

t sH(z)'a.
1
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(4.37 )

( 4.38 )

in Fig. 3.3.

(4.3) as

Hence, the relative change in the magnitude response at a

specific frequency due to a variation in ai is given by

¡.t"jtll = 
0"i. 

sc("j'T)
c [ej'rr, ui -a'

it¡Tz=e'

Âa.
1

where -'4.
1

4 . 6.1 .1 ExamPle 4 .l

Consider the third-order

The transfer function of

^r^z^3

is the relative change in ai.

Chebyshev filter shown

the LDI SFG is given bY

,z/ z

r=*=

where

Tf

D has

SH

^r

Nz

Dz

been defined in (4.3).

is required, then

-s/ z- o2"so

= z3 (L*a3) * z2 (ar-2+2arar-ar) + z (I-ar)

Nz Dz- - Dz

)=i-a:,-
N D .D

and ^Hb=4.
^rr
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Simi 1ar1y,

and

SH=l
^2

-+,lz(ar+ar+zarar) - ¡ar+aa) l

s: =, - 1, I zz çr+ar)+z(ar-2+2arar-ar)+ (1-ar)J
^3 

t)

The nagnitude sensitivities can

(4.37) .

then be evaluated using

Note that this analytical method is useful only for Jow-

order filters. For higher-order filters, the method may be

very tedious. For those cases, w€ can change one capacitor

ratío by a certain percentage at a time, and plot the corre-

sponding magni¡ude response. From the diagram, wÊ then make

Some observations about the Sensitivity of the resPonse with

respect to that particular capacitor ratio. The same proce-

dure is then repeated for every other capacitor ratio.

4.6.2 Multi-Parameter Seneitivity. : Statistical Approach

In a practical circuit realization, all components are sub-

ject to simultaneous changes. To model a more realistic

situation where all the components of the circuit deviate

from their nominal values, wê use a statistical method

called the Monte Carlo method t191.



In a Monte Carlo simulation'
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the circuit is simPlY ana-

lyzedastatistíca}lysignificantnumberoftimes,usually
l00tol0,000tines.Ineachanalysis,eachparameter(e.9.
componentva}ue)ofthecircuitisvariedrandomlyaccording
to a prespecified probabilitl' distribution function' Tne

variations are supposed to simulate the physicar random Pro-

cesses of the problern under study' Meaningf ul statistical

quantities are computed from all of these analyses and a

conclusionaboutthesensitivitycanbedrawn.lfthenumber
of analyses is increased' then the mode] is of course more

accurate.

In an SC leaPfrog filter' the

to variations are the caPacitor

elliPtic filter is chosen as an

ters are the nine ratios a1 to a9

all the components are on the

tors track each other to some

er tracking (or correlation)

ios. This fact must be taken

caPacitor ratios are generated

the Monte Carlo simulation'

"i =nji [ 1+ pn + (I-o)ni I

parameters that are subject

ratios. If the fifth-oroer

examPIe, then these Parame-

In integrated circuits'

same chiP and thus the capacl-

extent. There is an even high-

factor for the capacitor rat-

into consideration when random

. Hence, in everY analYsis in

a set of nine Parameters is

generated according to the following formula :

whereli is the

correlation factor

i-th nominal

of aII tne

i=I ,2r...9

capac itor ratio,

capac i tor rat i' os ,

(4.39)

1s

is

the

t,he
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randomnumberusedtoperturballthecapacitorratios,and
n1 is the random number used to perturb the i-th ratio' The

above formula was described in t56l except that the resis-

tancevaluesinsteadofthecapacitorratiosvJereused
there. The correlation factor can vary from P=0 for no

corre}ationto0=lforcompletecorrelation.Therandom
numbersnandniaregeneratedaccordingtoaprespecified
probabilitydistributionfunctionsuchasauniformora
Gaussiandistributionfunction.Theserandomnumbergenera-
torSareusual}yavai}ablefromcomputer-routinelibraries.

For each set of ai's' the attenuation a("joT ) is evaluat-

ed. Àfter N samples' we can calculate the firsi moment (or

mean) n and second rnoment rÃ2 of the attenuaticn at each f re-

quency point trl, T bY the f ollowing f ormulae :

(4.40)

m (ulrT) = *

(4.41)
ir¡. T

[Au(e ' )]'

N

x
k=1

'it¡. T
Ao(e t 

)

m, (tlrT) =

N

1s7)N /,
k=1

where À¡ is the k-th samP1e of the

t¡iT. The standard deviation of the

quency is calculated bY

o(urrr) = æ;- n2('rr)

attenuation evaluated at

attenuation at that fre-

(4 .42\
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Threedifferentattenuationfunctionsm,¡¡-oandm+o

should be plotted. If these a}l fa}l inside the tblerance

scheme of the specifications, then the design is acceptable'

otherwise,wemayhavetorestartthedesignwithmore
stringentreguirements,andseeifthefina]-designr*'i]-}
satisfy the original specifications' We wiIl apply Èhe

MonteCar]omethodtothedesignexamp}ediscussedinthe
next chaPter.
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ChaPter V

DES]GN EXAMPLE OF A FTFTH-ORDER ELLIPTIC SC
FI LTER

In this chapter' we will demonstrate

signing an Sc BTILDI leapfrog filter.
plemented with discrete components to

5.1 DES]GN PROCEDURE

the procedure of de-

The filter will be im-

verify the design.

Consider the design of an SC BT leapfrog filter with the

specifications given in Fig. 5.1(a) : the sampling frequen-

cy is fs=128 k{z, the cutoff frequency is fc=3.4 k6z and the

stopband-edge frequency is fr, =4.6 kÉz'

The normalized cutoff and stopband-edge freguencies are

0.02656 and 0.03594, respectively. The corresponding analog

frequencies are calculated fron the BT prewarping formula as

anci

A =2fCS

0 =2fsts

rf
ran (+)=2r4L2.56r/s

S

nf
tan ( T{ )= 29026.09 r/s

S

Since the filter tables always list circuits with a cuÈ-

off frequency of I r/5, it is convenient to normalize the

specifications. The resulting normal-ized cutoff and stop-

band-edge frequencies are I and 1.35556 r/s, respectively'

99
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The normalized analog-frequency tolerance scheme is given in

Fig. 5.1(b) .

Fromtables[¿:],wefindthatthefrequencyresPonseof

the fifth-order elliptic filter C052058 will saÈisfy the

specifications. The nominal frequency response of this fil-

ter is sketched in Fig. 5.1(c) where Ort=1.17918 r/s,

p=.!773 dB, and s=29.4 dB. The normalized element vaJues are

given as (see Fig. 3.1(a) )

Clr,= I'046363 F C4r,=1'165607F Rz =l A

czn = 0.344225 t trr, = 0'643438 F L2n = 1'034563 H

csr, = 1.453789 F Rt = f f) L4r, = 0'585543 H

Attenuation (dB)

28.25

Attenuation

0.5

0 3.4 4.6

28.25

0.5

0
I 1.35556

(b)

Fig. 5. 1 The design

domain. The

freq.
(kHz)

freq.
(r/ s)

specifications in
nominal response

freq.
(r/s)

(a) digital dornain and (b) analog

of the analog PrototYPe : (c)'
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values, i.e.
step is to
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frequency-denormalize these element

C. =
1

Since Qc=214I2.56 ,

are given bY

CI = 4.88667x10-s

C^ = 1.60758x10- s

¿

C- -- 6.78g41x10-s
J

C4 = 5.44355x10- s

CS = 3.00495x10-s

with these values,

B'I/LÐI SFG are given bY

the norninal reactive element val-ues

C.
1 ,lì
o

c
and

L.
, l rIl"ia

c

4.83156x10-s

2 .7 3457xI}- s

F

F

F

F

F

H

H

Lz=

L4=

the branch

(3.30)

gain constants of the

This conpletes the

ter. The next steP of

tion.

^6 = o'26717

^7 
= o'11769

"g = o '67779

"g = o '39484

initial design of the

the design Procedure

leapfrog fi]-

the optimiza-

^r=

^2=

0.12734

0.16170

0. 05609

0. 28569

0. 09629

a_
5

^4

a-
5

sc

is
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we should use the canonic number (i.e. five) of. op amps

nr

andtakeV,(seeFig.3.6(f))aStheoutput.Thetheoretical
frequency response at- this node is shown in Fig' 5'2' rt

showsthatthespecificationsarestillmetandtbusthere-
t- -L4

moval of the output branch -rr(* + i'' ) i s just i f ied -

wenowproceedwiththecomputer-aidedoptimizaLíonpro-

gram described in the previous chapter' After a number of

trials, vre choose the weighting f actors Y¡ 1 to be l/CÏJlin and

ltztobe2,theside-lengthoftheinitialsirnplextobe.05
andtheexitcriteriontobe.00l.Beforeoptimization,tbe
totar capacitance is ct=87'15 x cnin ' n =1'33 and f(0 )=89'81'

In this thesis, ue use Cmin = l- nF'

The final result is a set of optirnum gain constants which

reducesthetotalcapacitanceva}uequitesignificantly(a
saving of about 303) :

cT = 61'1t nF

î = 1'75

f (0) = 64.6t

A1 = o '28875

A2 = o'11711

A3 = o'09078

A4 = o'17oor

A5 = o'21108

A6 = o '34L56

A7 = o '10739

A8 = o'60963

Ag = o '262L9

where A. is the optinurn value of a ' '
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Thefrequencyresponseduetothissetofparametersis

also shown in Fig. 5.2 and it meets the specifications' The

correspondingdynarric-range.scaledsFGistheoneshownin
rig.4.5wherethepre-scaledinternalnoderesponsemaxima
mits are :

t1 = o'9911

^2 = o'9911

*3 = o '9020

and the branch gain constants

scaling) are

oi = 1.0987

ai=l

.,å = 1'8040

q'å =f

crl =f
5

då = 3'4632

cir = 9.3819-'7

oi = 10'3908

cri = LL '2488

oio = 4'737s

*4 = o '9s62

n, = o'5

(after the ninimum-caPacitance

.rl = 1"11

olz = L '2260

nlr = 1.0766*13

oi¿ = s '2L03

ois = 1'sroz

oio=1

oiz = 1'0365

ois=1

oig = L '9124

oåo = 1'oo9o
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ó
EB

Ú;_

Ð
L6
ir?
JO.zû
l¡J
ts
t-
GOo

Ø

n'. lo 0.20
NORMFL I ZED

0'. 30 0. u0
FBEOUENCY

õoo
Þ

Ð
Þ
cR
=..zo
UJ
F
t-
G o

F* 
ff'rfÄr t z e 3:'fn r o u Èñt r

cc)o_-ã
Þ

z
Ð

'-_GK
=,
Lrl
l-
t-
ar

passband

12 0. ¡g 0' 2.u

lnroUeNCt x I 0-'

Fíg. 5.2

(a)

lal The theoretical
filter without

(b) The theoret'ical

TesDonse of the fifth-order elliptic
the outPut branch'

response of the oPtimized filter'

As mentioned earrier, $e shourd repeat the optiurization

withseveraldifferentstartingpoints.Sincethefilters
c051545andc052548(andseveralothers)alsosatisfythe
specifications, they were chosen as the initial points for

trro more runs. Forrowing the same procedure used earrier for

C052058, wê sunmarize the results below:



r05

Qst

P

S

c05r545

l.4]-42l' Ê /s

0.0988 dB

39.8 dB

c0 52 548'

1.34563 r /s

0.2803 dB

4t -2 dB

elements:
Normal ízeð analog prototype circuit

õ . I I.00463; 0'53610
" ltt ' "4n

c : C 0'17934;0'75913-zn ' 5n
I 1.57870t3n

Lzn i L4n 1'18849; 0'86860

R1 iRz 1 ;1

FinaI gain constants (or capacitor ratios) :

¡l

i io11 1'0828;1 1'1280;1

¡ r r 1 ;1
rv.crl;1"2 ' 12 

' 1'7472;1¡l.,' . cr 1.7867 ; 1"3'I3.^..11;b.8?98
r -, I ; 6.2227

%io14'---'.?ôrol.r945;l.Bo8o¡ r t.glgj ¡ t.7949
t iols
¡ , 4.5571¡ 1.1194

% i ot6 -'-_ 
^ ^,2e g.jo+6; I.0353r . ^: 9,6248 ¡ 1.0338

"7 ' "!7 , fo.75so ; 1.0026
r . ^,, 10.6396 ; 1

% 'Ig r ô¡ôi 9.7988;1.8661, . 9.8586 ; 1.9403
% ' o19 

a .ìEe 3.9938 ¡ l.2l2I
r . r J.9806 ; 1'1]53

o1o ' \o

Before optimization:

Cr ;l; f(0) l0'70¡1'16ì 73'02 79'irzi I'26t 81'65

After oPtimization :

C1 ; n; f(0) 61'84; 1'53; 64'89 61'65; 1'95; 65'55

L.28329¡ 0'64069 F

0.21 77l-¡ 0.99833 F

t.77253 F

t.tI477i 0'80597 H

1 ;t a
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Note that all three designs give practically the sanel',-

minimuuì value of the objective function' However, the sets'

of Ai'S are not the same in values' A conjecture is that

there can be more than one set of paraureters that will- yield

the same (Ioca1) sìinimum value of the objective function'

Alsonolethatwhi].eC,decreasesaftertheoptirnization,¡
increases - this is a trade-off that should not be ignored'

lvearbitrarilyselectc052o5EaSthefi]-ter!oimplement.

Butfirst,W€shouldstudythesensitivitypropertyofthe
filterbytheMonteCarlomethod.wewilluseN=300samp]es'
a correlation factor of P=0'8 and a uniform probability dis-

tribution function of t5B (which is a very pessirnistic as-

sumpÈion). The functions m' m+o and m-o are shown in

Fig.5.3.Theydemonstratethatthedesignisindeedinsen-
sitive to changes in capacitor ratios'

Attenuation characteÏistics obtained from the Monte Carlo

simulati-on.

ol
o
o:
@

cÊ
U=

,;-
z
Ð

a1
=o.Zû
LLI
F
F
G:O

o
n

0" 30 0. u0
F BEOUE I.ICY

o'- lo 0.20
NOB14ÊL I ZED

passband

*uffi,,tÄ,- r r¡3"'fnuouroñ',u., * toolo

Fig. 5.3
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5.2 IMPLEMENTATION AND EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

TheoptimizedB,Î/LDIscfilterforthenetworkC05205Shas
beenimplementedwithdiscretecomponentsbyrealizingthe
SFGshowninFig.4.S.Theimplementationoft'hisSFGT¡ith
SC cornponents is shown in Fig' 5'4' The building blocks are

the parasitic-insensitive LDI integrators given in Sec-

tion 2.6. The set of capacitor ratios realized is { si }'

1
ffi
ffi
ffi

K

K

.H
s
ê

$

$

I

'ì

Each capacitor in the circuit is given by c, =o:- *

i=!,2,...20. Note that because of the sign inversion

Cmin I

in lhe

but
input branch gain constant' the output is in fact -v'

this will not affect the magnitude response'

ThediscretecomponentsusedareuÀ74lopamps'Mc14053

single-pole.double.throwcMosswitchesandcera¡nic/metaI.
Iized.fi}mcapacitors.Thepowersupp}yvoltagesfortheop
amps are 17.5 V' The power supply voltages for the switches

are Voo =7'5 v' vss =0 v and vuu =-7 '5 v' The clock is a

square vrave of amplitude 0-7 ' 5 v' The Mc14053 chip itself

produces the required complementary clock' To suppress

noise, capacitors of 0'1 pF are added across Voo and Vtt as

weII as across VcS and Vuu ' The smallest capacitor used

(i.e. C*i. ) is 1 nF' The capacitor ratios used are accu-

rate within 5U of the norninal values'



c1 c2

Note :

C. =
1

TypicallY, C*i.

C=
m]-n

phYsical inP lenentation

leapfrog filter'
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c4

¡ i=I ,2r"'20
'rnin

with integrated components

with discrÊte-' comPonents

of a fifth-order elliPtic

o3

I t +

c5

'r
czo

EH

Fig.5.4 The

SC

d.xI

1pF

1nF
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The filter response is shown in Fig' 5'5' and apparently

itsatisfiesthespecifications.Theperformancéinthe
passband is, however' less satisfactory'

To show the effect of omitting the output branch

-r¿(zh * z-\ ) on the magnitude response' wê connect the cir-

cuit in Fig. 4'1 to the output of Fig' 5'4' The subsequent

response is shown in Fig'5'6' It shows that there is no no-

ticeable difference in the passband' but clearly a larger

attenuationinthestopband.However,asmentionedinthe
previouschapter,itisreallynotnecessarytohavethis
extra section in the filter'

To show that the bandwidth

sampling frequencY, we change

to 100 kHz.

Fig. 5.7.

The resulting

freq.
(kHz)

can be varied bY adjusting the

the samPling rate f rorn 128 kHz

frequencY response is shown in

Fig. 5.5 The experinental nagnitude response'
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ca
't,

.Fl
(d

C5

freq.
(kHz)

nagnitude response of the filter (a) wíthout and

with the output branch.

Fig.5.6 The

(b)

freq.
(kHz )

Êo
É

.rl
cd
C'

The magnitude response

sampling frequency of
filter operated at a

and (b) 100 kHz.

of the

(a) I28
Fie. 5 .7



ChaPter VI

SUMMÀRY AND CONCLUSTONS

The rnost widely used approach in designing a switched-capa-

citor filter is the leapfrog simulation of a passive doubly-

terminated LC ladder network. The procedure is to obtain a

leapfrog signal flowgraph for the RLc network first, and

then apply an analog-to-digital transformation to the inte-

grators in the flowgraph. The subsequent discrete-time z-do'

main flowgraph is then realized by the switched-capacit'or

circuits.
This thesis has reviewed the derivation of an analog sig-

nal flowgraph and has shown that the branch gain constants

of the z-domain flowgraph are the capacitor ratios to be re-

alized in the sc building blocks. The thesis has also dis-

cussed Davis and Trick's method of designing an LDI-trans-

formed SC filter. Àlthough the bilinear transformation is

always preferred, the bilinear sc integrators are unfortu-

nately either paraSitic-sensitive or inefficient in hard-

e¡are. This trade-off can be avoided if the parasitic-i.nsen-

sitive LÐI integrators are used as the building blocks in

realizing a bitinearly-transfornned ;ignal flowgraph (tt¡is

kind of filter is denoted as the BT/LÐI filter). The above

technique has been devised by Lee and chang [48] using the
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concepts of discrete-time impedances and charge-voltage re-

Iationships for the RLC elements. Eriksson achieved the same

goal using a flowgraph conversion method. WhiIe Lee and

Chang's method requires the bilinear termination integra-

tions, Etiksson's method results in the backward difference

integrations in the termination loops as a natural result of

the flowgraph conversion procedure. This thesis has adopted

the backward difference termination integrations, and has

presented two new u¡ethods of designing the BT/LDI filters :

1) an extension to Davis and Trick's method, and 2) an ana-

log equivalent circuit method. The first method requires the

formulation of the transfer function of the filter using Ma-

son'S formula and the solution of a system of nonlinear

equations derived from the transfer function. However, Er-

iksson's meÈhod and the equivalent circuit method provide

explicit design formulae and can readily be extended to

higher-order filters. Thus, the latter two methods are pre-

ferred. ÀIl of the above methods use M+I op amps for an odd

M-th order filter.
This thesis, however, has shown that it is possible to

use M op anps for an odd M-th order SC leapfrog filter, and

to optimize the filter with respect to the dynamic range'

the total capacitance and the passband/stopband tolerance.

The dynamic range can easi Iy be opt imi zed h,y scal ing the

branch gain constants of the signa1 flowgraph properly, but

the latter two criteria require a computer-aided optimiza-
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tion program. The objective of the optimization in this the-

sis is thus to minimize the total capacitance and the pass-

band/stopband deviations of the canonic, dynamic-range-

scaled SC filter. we have irnposed constraints on some param-

eters of optirnization in order to reduce the dimension of

the parameter set, and have introduced a parameter transfor-

mation to the remaining parameters so that the optimization

becomes an unconstrained problem. This thesis has used the

simplex direct search method to mininize the objective func-

tion of a fifth-order elliptic filter. If a higher-order

filter is optimized, then the simplex method wiII not be ef-
ficient and other methods must be used.

Furthermore, the thesis has discussed the single- and

multi-parameter sensitivities of an Sc leapfrog filter. The

single-parameter case is investigated analytically whereas

the multi'parameter case is examined statistically by the

Monte Carlo method.

The comp}ete design procedure for a BT/LDL filter is sum-

narized as follows :

1. Obtain an analog network that meets the specifica-

tions.
Use either Eriksson's method or the equivalent c 1r-

c on-cuit method to derive the values of branch gain

stants of the BT/LDI signal flowgraph.

with the set of initial gain constants as the start-
ing point, perform the optimizaÈion to obtain the op-

timum set of gain constantt {Ài}.

2.

3.
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Perform the dynamic-range scaling to obtain a new set

of gain constants {oi }.

Perform the minimum-capacitance scaling to obÈain the

final set of gain constantt {*i}.

Implement the flowgraph I,¡ith {ai } realized as the ca-

pacitor ratios in the SC integrators'

Apply the Monte carlo method to examine the sensitiv-

ity behaviour of the filter.

À fifth-order elliptic low-pass filter has been designed

and optimized to demonstrate the procedure outlined above'

The optimization results in a saving of 30% of Èhe capaci-

tance value of the filter. Before an SC filter is realized

in an integrated circuit, it is a common practice to test

the design by building a prototype with discrete op amps'

switches and capacitors. A discrete PrototyPe for Èhe oPti-

mized fifth-order elliptic filter has been constructed' The

network satisfies the specifications and is found to be in-

Sensitive to variations in the capacitor ratios. The per-

formance of this discrete-component filter warrants the im-

plementation of the design in an integrated circuit.

Àlthough this thesis has discussed only the low-pass fi1-

ters, the concepts presented also apply to the high-pass'

band-pass and band-reject filters. Furthermore' this thesis

has not considered even-order filters. Research on deriving

the corresponding F]Tr/LDI signal flowgraphs is suggested'

4.

tr

6.

7.



APPendix A

M.A,SON' S FORMULA

Mason's formula is used to derive the relationship between

anytwonodevariablesofaflowgraph.Usually,wearein-
terested in the input-output relationship of the flowgraph'

we wiIl demonstrate the procedure of applying Mason's

rule by considering the third-order elliptic filter shown in

Fig. 3.5(a). The corresponding s-domain flowgraph is shown

in Fig. 3.s(b).

Assume that the transfer function from the source node E

to the sink node v is required. There are two forward paths

from E to V, i.e.,
d.

1Pl = - 
o5

s

dr dz ds
anci ln = 

-tsss

There are

L1 =

L2= -

f-

5

seven self-IooPs

d-1r-s'4

l_=
5

d_
5

l,=
e)

dq
ðz d,

SS

v
s

d.
J

s

dt

S
L7 = d4d5

dt dz

SS

dz ds
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three pairs of 2-nontouching-Ioops' :

LlLs , LtL+ and LzLq

no groups of 3-nontouching-Ioops'

s formula t40l states that the transfer function is

the following:
PlÂl * PzLz* 

-
(À.1)V-

E

Pi

^

is the i-th pat'h f rom node E to node V'

= 1 - (surn of self-loop loop gains) + (surn of

2-nontouching-loops Ioop gains) - (sum of

3-nontouching-Ioops Ioop gains) +

examPle, w€ have

+Lr) + (LfLS * LtL4 + LrL4)

A.
1

In this

and

Â = 1 - (Lf + Lr+..

al=À2=1

Hence, tbe transfer function is

::ì

I

.:

a

(A.2)

(A.3a )

V_
E

PL * Pz

dl (dst' * dzdC

s3 it-aodu) * t'(dr+dr)

+ s[drdrçi-dr) *d2d3¡i-do)+drd3ì + Zdrdrðt

(or more) loops are nontouching if they
common nodeg.

(A. 3b)

¡ Two
any

do not have
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(e.sc)

s3t,[crc, * ctcs + crc3) +

+ s(L + Ct

s2t,[c, + 2c, + c3)

+Cr)+2

Sirnilar results can be obtained by applying conventional

network analysis techniques to the circuit in Fi9' 3'5(a) '

NotethatMason'sformulaappliestoanytwonodesinthe
flowgraph (not just the source and sink nodes)' Furthermore'

thetransferfunctioncaneasilybeamplitude-scaledby
changing the input branch of the flowgraph from -1 to -K'

where K is any real constant'
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